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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Commercial reactors

Part of the commercial catalytic chemical reactions are heterogeneous reactions, with three-phase gas-liquid-solid reactions (G-L-S) representing an important part. In three phase reactions reactants in gas and liquid phase are brought into contact with a solid catalyst. These are typically conducted in slurry phase reactors or trickle bed reactors. The advantages of a slurry phase reactor are low pressure drop, relatively small catalyst particles (typically tens of $\mu$m), causing low diffusion limitations, good external mass transfer and easy heat control. Drawbacks however are the separation of the products from the catalyst particles and the attrition caused by the needed stirring. In packed bed trickle phase reactors this separation is easy and there is no attrition, but drawbacks are pressure drop over the bed and mass transfer diffusion limitations, due to the large catalyst support particles (typically several mms). The particle size and the pressure drop are a trade-off. Other drawbacks are uneven distribution of reactants, possibly causing hotspots, stagnant zones or channeling [1, 2].

1.2 Structured reactors

For several years now, structured reactors are being studied as an alternative for conventionally used reactors [2-5]. In structured reactors a structured packing is used, which is designed to be the catalyst support while also regulating the liquid/gas flow through its highly regular structure. Structured reactors combine the advantages of slurry and fixed bed reactors [6, 7]. Products are easily separated as the catalyst is immobilized and diffusion limitations can be kept low by fine-tuning the catalyst support structure. Disadvantages are higher catalyst (immobilization) costs, moderate catalyst loading per reactor volume and liquid maldistribution.

To enable sufficient loading of the highly dispersed catalyst particles, high surface areas are necessary for the catalyst support structures. Most commonly used is the monolithic structure (Figure 1a) [6, 8], but also metal structures (Figure 1b), foams (Figure 1c) [9-11], filters, cloth [11] and wires are used.
A critical factor for commercial application of structured reactors is the catalyst lifetime. Removal of deactivated catalyst requires the removal of the structured support, therefore the manufacturing costs of the structured support loaded with catalyst are higher. This higher cost can be negated by having a catalyst that is stable for a very long time [13, 14]. An alternative is to develop a procedure to recover the deactivated catalyst particles from the support structure, without removal of the support structure itself from the reactor, lowering the cost of catalyst manufacturing.

### 1.2.1 Foams/Filters

Foams are very open, three-dimensional structures that can consist of metal, ceramic, carbon or polymer. Foam porosity can range up to 97%, giving it a very open structure and therefore low pressure drop, while having a higher external surface area compared to for instance the external surface of spherical pellets used for conventional packed beds. Foams consist of highly irregular structures, but exhibit great accessibility to the external surface and low pressure drop; characteristics typical for structured reactors. Therefore we consider them structured reactors.

### 1.2.2 Washcoat

Many structured reactors, e.g based on monoliths and foams, have suitable external surface area, but insufficient surface area on a microscale for supporting active metal particles because of the absence of micropores. An increase in surface area available for supporting the active phase is required to increase the amount of active
sites available for the reaction to ensure competitive capacity per m$^3$ reactor volume compared with conventional reactors. This is commonly achieved by applying a washcoat. Washcoats consist of a highly porous support layer in which the catalyst nanoparticles can be loaded, as can be seen from Figure 2. A typical example of a washcoat material is alumina. Increasing the layer thickness of washcoats gives a trade-off between additional surface area and increasing internal diffusion limitation. This is especially the case in liquid phase operation, as $D_{mol}$ for liquids is much lower than for gases, which increases the Thiele modulus, as can be seen from Equation 1. An optimal layer thickness is usually found at 10-100 µm.

![Figure 2: Inside a monolithic structure a washcoat is used to increase the available surface area on which catalyst particles can be deposited [15]](image)

### 1.2.2.1 Diffusion limitations

There are seven steps occurring in heterogeneous catalytic reactions, as can be seen from Figure 3. First the reactants, both liquid and solid, need to diffuse through the stagnant or boundary layer on the outside of the catalyst particle. Second the reactants need to diffuse into the catalyst particle, in conventional catalysts this means diffusion into the pores of the support, for the suggested Carbon Nanofiber (CNF) layer it means diffusion into the void space between the CNFs. Thirdly the reactants adsorb at the catalytic site. Fourth is the reaction to products. Then the products need to desorb from the surface (step 5), diffuse out of the catalyst particle (step 6) and through the stagnant layer (step 7) [1, 16].
Internal diffusion limitations can be reduced by decreasing the diffusion length $R$ (smaller particles), increasing the porosity $\varepsilon$ (more open particles) and decreasing the tortuosity $\tau$ (less winding pores). A commonly used factor to evaluate the presence of internal diffusion limitations is the Thiele modulus, $\phi$ (Equation 1) [1, 16, 18]. If the Thiele modulus approaches zero there are no internal diffusion limitations. If the Thiele modulus is large there are strong internal diffusion limitations, up to the extreme case where the reactants do not diffuse into the particle at all and the reaction will take place at the external surface of the catalyst particle.

$$\phi = R \sqrt{\frac{kC_{AS}^{n-1}\tau}{D_{mol}\varepsilon}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1}

Where $R$ = diffusion length (catalyst particle radius), $k$ = rate constant, $C_{AS}$ = reactant concentration at the catalyst surface, $n$ = reaction order, $\varepsilon$ = porosity, $\tau$ = tortuosity and $D_{mol}$ = molecular diffusion coefficient.

To evaluate the internal diffusion limitations starting from an observed reaction rate, the Weisz-Prater criterion ($C_{wp}$) is used (Equation 2).

$$C_{WP} = \frac{r_{obs} \rho \rho_P R_P^2}{\varepsilon D_{AB} \frac{R}{\tau} C_A}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2}
Where $r_{\text{obs}}$ = observed reaction rate, $\rho_p$ = particle density, $R_p$ = catalyst particle radius, $\varepsilon$ = porosity, $D_{AB}$ = molecular diffusion coefficient, $\tau$ = tortuosity and $C_A$ = reactant concentration.

For $C_{WP} \ll 1$ internal diffusion limitations can be neglected, when $C_{WP} >> 1$ the internal diffusion limitations are significant.

A similarly used factor for evaluation of external diffusion limitations is the Carberry number, $Ca$ (Equation 3) [1].

$$Ca = \frac{r_{v,p}^{b,s}}{a'k_fC_b} = \frac{C_b - C_s}{C_b}$$  \textbf{Equation 3}

Where $C_b$ = reactant concentration in the bulk, $C_s$ = reactant concentration at the catalyst surface, $r_{v,p}$ = reaction rate per volume of catalyst particle (obs = observed), $a'$ = volumetric external surface area and $k_f$ = mass transfer coefficient.

If the Carberry number approaches zero there are no external diffusion limitations. If the Carberry number approaches 1 there are external diffusion limitations.

Thiele modulus, Weisz-Prater criterion and Carberry number are applicable under isothermal conditions.
1.3 Carbon nanofibers

Figure 4: Schematic representation of washcoat layer and CNF layer, inverse of the washcoat [15]

In our work, as well as previous work in our group, carbon nanofibers (CNFs) are considered as an alternative support layer to replace the washcoat layer. CNFs exhibit a very open structure which resembles the inverse structure compared to the conventional washcoat layer [10], see Figure 4. The inverse structure shows that the solid of the washcoat is substituted by open space, increasing porosity $\varepsilon$ and decreasing tortuosity $\tau$, therefore the catalytic sites become more easily available. This means it reduces the diffusion limitations as exhibited in washcoat layers, thereby enabling thicker support layers as compared to conventional washcoat layers. Previous work in our group has explored these CNF layers as catalyst support on monoliths [19], foams [9, 20], cloth, thin layers [21], microchannels [21] and metal foils [22].

1.3.1 What are carbon nanofibers (CNFs)?

Carbon nanofibers were first discovered as a nuisance in chemical reactors while converting hydrocarbons, damaging catalyst and reactor and deactivating the catalyst. Carbon nanofibers are a type of carbon nanostructures that consists of stacks of graphitic carbon. These graphitic layers are commonly arranged in either a fishbone of a platelet structure, as can be seen from Figure 5 [23, 24]. Carbon nanofibers have been studied for many years now for applications ranging from hydrogen storage [25], heat transfer [26], electrodes for fuel cells [27, 28], hydrophobic surfaces [29, 30] to catalyst supports [9, 31].
1.3.2 Synthesis of CNFs

Carbon nanofiber and carbon nanotube growth is generally achieved using arc discharge [25, 32], catalytic chemical vapor deposition (C-CVD) [11, 21, 22, 33-35] and plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition [11, 36, 37]. Synthesis can be achieved from pre-formed metal nanoparticles of different metals [38] e.g. nickel, iron, cobalt [10, 23, 39, 40], on thin metal layers on flat model supports [21, 41, 42] or polycrystalline bulk metal, like we will study further in this thesis. Previous studies on CNF synthesis on bulk metal have explored nickel [43, 44], iron [22] and stainless steel [22] of different shape and macro-structure (foams [43], filters [31], foils [22]) as supports.

In catalytic chemical vapor deposition, CNF growth consists of three steps, shown in Figure 5. In the first step the carbon containing gas (e.g. methanol, ethylene, syn gas) decomposes on the surface of a transition metal particle. During Step 2 dissolved carbon diffuses through and/or over the surface of the metal particle. And finally the dissolved carbon precipitates on one side of the metal particle to form a carbon nanofiber [23, 45].

1.4 Nitrite hydrogenation

Nitrite and nitrate are pollutants in drinking water, which can cause serious health issues like methemoglobinemia (affecting the oxygen-carrying ability of haemoglobin)
also known as blue-baby syndrome and hypertension [46, 47]. Therefore a limit of nitrate and nitrite concentrations in drinking water of 50 and 0.1 mg/L respectively has been imposed by the European Environmental Agency (EEA) [46]. The removal of nitrite can be achieved by nitrite hydrogenation, a very fast liquid phase reaction [48]. Nitrite hydrogenation is conducted in aqueous environment over a noble metal catalyst, e.g. Pd or Pt. Two reactions, shown in Equation 4 and Equation 5, occur forming both di-nitrogen, the preferred product, and ammonium, an undesired product. Ammonium is also under strict regulations by the EEA (0.5 mg/L), due to its toxicity in large quantities.

\[
2\text{NO}_2^- + 3\text{H}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ \xrightarrow{Pd} \text{N}_2 + 4\text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{4}
\]

\[
\text{NO}_2^- + 3\text{H}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ \xrightarrow{Pd} \text{NH}_4^+ + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \tag{5}
\]

Selectivity of these reactions is known to be influenced by diffusion limitations and internal concentration gradients. Increasing pH has been shown to result in decreasing activity and increasing ammonium selectivity [49, 50], whereas decreasing temperatures favor the formation of di-nitrogen [51].

**Scope of the thesis**

In this work we explore the design of a novel catalyst support structure enabling stable operation under operational conditions, in combination with allowing removal of the catalyst particles after deactivation. This would allow recovery of deactivated catalyst particles from the structured support, without necessitating the removal of the support structure itself from the reactor. We use CNF agglomerates, supporting Pd nanoparticles as catalyst particles on the structured support. These CNF agglomerates are immobilized on structured supports that allow mechanical attachment. An additional binder layer of grown CNFs on the structural support is explored. In this work nitrite hydrogenation is used as a model reaction to demonstrate the functionality of the immobilized CNF agglomerates layer on a structured support.

In Chapter 2 we start with a more fundamental question. The idea of using a CNF layer directly grown on a structured support raised questions about the manipulation of
Chapter 1 Introduction

the characteristics of this CNF layer. Insight in the initiation of CNF growth directly on bulk polycrystalline metal is generally lacking in literature. We study the initiation of CNF growth on polycrystalline nickel foam. Nickel foam is chosen instead of stainless steel filter because there is previous knowledge on initiation of CNF growth on nickel foam under atmospheric conditions, additionally nickel foam can also be used as a structured catalyst in its own right. Under atmospheric conditions this initiation is too fast to observe, therefore to observe the CNF growth initiation, the (partial) pressure of the carbon containing gas is extremely reduced. This gives us insight in the production of CNF layers directly on polycrystalline Ni metal, e.g. foam and metal filters, like the layer studied as a binder layer in Chapter 3.

Chapter 3 demonstrates the immobilization of CNF agglomerates upon a stainless steel filter. This is a first step in producing a catalyst support that can be reversibly loaded with catalyst particles. In our work we use sintered stainless steel filters as structured support for the immobilized CNF layer. Filters are used here because thin layers of catalysts can be easily obtained via formation of a filter cake. A range of parameters (pressure drop, particle size, layer thickness, densification) are varied to find the most stable layer under operational conditions and to study the adhesion of the CNF agglomerates layer. An additional CNF layer grown directly on the stainless steel filter is explored as binder layer for the CNF agglomerates. The growth of this CNF layer directly from the stainless steel filter caused the previously discussed questions about the initiation of CNF growth, as described in detail in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 4 the catalyst support structures as synthesized in Chapter 3 are used in a model reaction; nitrite hydrogenation. Pd loaded CNF agglomerates are used for this extremely fast reaction. The thin layers of this catalyst on the Ni foam were exposed to the reactant both by flowing the liquid over, as well as through the thin layer. The results will be discussed in terms of mass transfer in the catalyst layer.

Chapter 5 summarizes the results of this thesis and adds some concluding thoughts and recommendations.
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Chapter 2 Initiation of Carbon Nanofiber Growth on Polycrystalline Nickel Foam at low Ethylene Pressure

Abstract

The initiation of carbon nanofiber (CNF) growth on polycrystalline Ni foam was investigated by a combination of ex- and in-situ methods, including scanning electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy. Experiments were performed at low hydrocarbon partial pressure in order to slow down the initiation process. Very little to no CNFs were observed on reduced samples, which is caused by diffusion of C to the bulk of the Ni foam. At low hydrocarbon partial pressure, this prevents formation of Ni$_3$C as a precursor of Ni nanoparticles acting as active particles for CNF formation. CNF growth was significant on oxidized samples and the initiation was slowed down by using extremely low ethylene pressure. Ni-nanoparticles are capable of catalyzing CNF growth, provided these are isolated from the Ni bulk by unreduced NiO, resulting from incomplete reduction of the NiO layer.
2.1 Introduction

Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are a novel class of materials that are studied for various applications ranging from hydrogen storage [1], heat transfer [2], electrodes for fuel cells [3, 4], hydrophobic surfaces [5, 6] to catalyst supports [7, 8]. While CNTs consist of rolled-up sheets of graphitic carbon, CNFs can consist of amorphous carbon or stacks of graphitic carbon in which graphitic layers are arranged in so-called fishbone or platelet structures [9].

CNT and CNF growth is generally achieved using arc discharge [1, 10], catalytic chemical vapour deposition (C-CVD) [11-16] and plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition [16-18]. Depending on the growth conditions, i.e. temperature and pressure, as well as the catalyst (type of metal and morphology [19]) and the reactive gas used as carbon source [19, 20], the formation of CNFs or CNTs is favoured.

C-CVD on catalysts with pre-formed metal nanoparticles has been studied in detail for different metals [20] i.e. nickel, iron, cobalt [9, 21-23]. Also studies on thin metal layers on flat model supports have been reported [15, 24, 25], in which the thin layer first fragmentises, forming metal nanoparticles, just before CNFs start growing. In-situ TEM [26, 27] experiments have been reported on CNF growth on pre-shaped transition-metal particles as well as on thin layers of transition metal. Based on these observations, a generally accepted picture of CNF growth was developed. It involves three main steps [19] which basically consist of the decomposition of the carbon containing gas on the metal catalyst particle, carbon diffusion through or over the surface of the metal particle and finally, carbon precipitation at a specific side of the particle [9, 19].

In contrast to the rich literature on CNF and CNT growth on small metal particles, insight in the formation, and especially the initiation, of CNF growth on polycrystalline bulk metal samples is lacking to an important extent. Carbon nanofiber growth on bulk metal has been studied for e.g. nickel [28, 29], iron [14] and stainless steel [14] with different shape and morphology, including foams [28], filters [7] and foils [14]. A wide range of parameters have been looked at for these materials, including the type of carbon containing gas (C₂H₄, C₂H₂, CH₄, C₃H₆, CO + H₂) [20], the growth temperature
CNF and CNT growth on polycrystalline bulk metal catalysts is essentially different from the case of supported nano-particles, because the micrometer-sized grains of the polycrystalline surface have to first break up into smaller nano-particles in order to enable CNF growth. In the case of growth at atmospheric pressures, it has been shown that carbon diffuses into the nickel bulk and accumulates at grain boundaries and defects. Precipitation induced disintegration can occur in relatively low-carbon activity environment, resulting in particles of the same size as crystallites in the original material, which are usually still too large to directly catalyse CNF and CNT formation [8]. Thus, further fragmentation is required to form Ni particles that are small enough to subsequently catalyse CNF growth, which can be induced by an environment with higher carbon activity. Both these processes result in corrosive degradation that is known as metal-dusting [30, 31].

In previous work by Jarrah et al., CNF growth initiation on reduced bulk Ni foams was studied as a function of exposure time to a mixture of 25% C₂H₄ in N₂ at atmospheric pressure by ex-situ SEM and XRD [8, 28]. It was postulated that CNF growth starts with formation of meta-stable Ni₃C, which subsequently decomposes into nickel particles and carbon precipitates. The resulting nickel nanoparticles have proper dimensions (20-70 nm) to catalyse CNF growth. Based on this, a new type of catalyst support was developed (hairy foam) consisting of a thin layer of entangled CNFs on the surface of Ni-foam with an extraordinary high porosity and low tortuosity. These support materials allow very efficient internal mass transport, which has been demonstrated with Pd supported on hairy foam for catalytic hydrogenation of nitrite in aqueous phase [32, 33].

A similar study on growth initiation, based on ex-situ characterization, was impossible on oxidized Ni foam due to very rapid formation of CNFs. Presence of a NiO layer increases both the initiation rate as well as the rate of CNF formation by one order of magnitude, as compared to slower formation on reduced metallic Ni substrates. It was proposed that the reducing conditions when growing CNFs first cause reduction of the nickel oxide layer and consequently in-situ formation of nickel nanoparticles,
facilitating the growth of CNFs much more rapidly than via formation and decomposition of Ni$_3$C.

The goal of this work is to determine the mechanism of initiation of catalytic-CNFGrowth on reduced polycrystalline nickel, as well as to confirm or challenge the proposed mechanism of initiation of CNF growth on polycrystalline nickel covered with a nickel oxide layer. *In-situ* characterization during CNF growth initiation was performed in an environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) in mixtures of C$_2$H$_4$ and H$_2$ at pressures between 10 to 100 Pa. *Ex-situ* techniques, i.e. Raman Spectroscopy, SEM and XRD, were used for characterization after exposing Ni foam at atmospheric pressure to highly diluted gas mixtures with similar partial pressures of C$_2$H$_4$ and H$_2$ as in the ESEM experiments.

### 2.2 Experimental

#### 2.2.1 Materials

The nickel foam used for this study was obtained from RECEMAT bv [34]. This foam consists of hollow strands of nickel that are typically 15 µm thick (Figure 1). The foam is highly porous (typically 95%) with typical pore-sizes of 0.4 mm. The specific surface area of the nickel is 5400 m$^2$/m$^3$. The nickel foam is 99.5% pure, containing traces of Fe (0.2%), Cu (0.1%) and Zn (0.1%). Cylinders with a diameter of 4.3 mm and length of 5 mm were cut from the as-received foam sheet, using Electrical Discharge Machining (Agiecut Challenge 2).

Ethylene/nitrogen (1000 ppm C$_2$H$_4$ in N$_2$, Praxair), hydrogen (99.999%, Linde), compressed air (in-house production) and nitrogen (99.999%, Linde) were used for carbon nanofiber growth and pre-treatments of the foam.
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2.2.2 Pre-treatment

As-received nickel foam was cleaned in acetone by ultra-sonication for 15 minutes. In the case of atmospheric growth experiments, metallic foams were additionally pre-treated by \textit{in-situ} reduction at 440 °C for 1 hour in a 20 vol\% H\textsubscript{2} in N\textsubscript{2} atmosphere, right before switching to carbon nanofiber growth. For the growth experiments on oxidized foams, a treatment at 600 °C for 1 hour in 4 vol\% O\textsubscript{2} in N\textsubscript{2} at ambient pressure was applied. For ESEM experiments, the same nickel foam cylinders were used.

2.2.3 Carbon nanofiber growth

Carbon nanofibers were grown directly on nickel foam cylinders in a home-build quartz reactor with a diameter of 42 mm. The reactor containing the nickel foam was heated in a vertical furnace \cite{8, 35} under a flow of 100 ml/min N\textsubscript{2} with a ramp of 5 °C/min. The actual growth of CNFs was conducted at 440 °C at atmospheric pressure in a total flow of 100 ml/min feeding gas containing N\textsubscript{2}, 0,5 vol\% C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} and 1 vol\% H\textsubscript{2} during times varying from 1 minute up to 27 hours. The concentrations of C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4} and H\textsubscript{2} were chosen such that the partial pressures of, respectively, 50 Pa and 100 Pa were the same range as the ones used in the ESEM. CNF growth was stopped by flushing the reactor with N\textsubscript{2}. Samples were allowed to cool down to room temperature before exposition to ambient air. These experiments are termed “atmospheric” experiments.

For the real-time observation in the ESEM, a FEI Quantum 200 instrument with a field emission gun, oil-free vacuum pre-pumps and a home-built laser heating stage...
was used. The instrument is equipped with a set of mass-flow controllers that allow introducing desired amounts of gas mixtures directly into the chamber of the microscope. In the high-vacuum operation mode, the instrument reaches a base-pressure of around 5x10⁻⁵ Pa. In a typical experiment, the chamber is purged and pumped several times with N₂ after introducing the sample. All samples were initially annealed under 20 Pa H₂ for 15 minutes to 1 hour at 600 °C in order to remove surface oxides and carbon contaminations. In the case of experiments on oxidized foams, the samples were oxidized under 30 Pa O₂ for different times. Each time before changing the gas composition, the sample was cooled down to room temperature. After the gas atmosphere was changed, the sample was reheated to the desired temperature. The composition of the chamber atmosphere was monitored using a mass spectrometer that is directly connected to the chamber. For CNF growth, the atmosphere was set to 8 Pa C₂H₄ and 22 Pa H₂. The sample was heated by direct illumination with infrared laser light of a wavelength of 800 nm. A K-type thermocouple was inserted into the foam in order to directly measure the temperature of the foam. The temperature can be changed at relatively fast rates in the range of several 100 °C/minute due to the small mass of the heated sample. The laser heating current was manually controlled on the basis of feedback from the thermocouple. In order to reach the desired experimental conditions as fast as possible and to reduce the time during which observation is hindered by thermal drift, temperature changes were applied at rates of several 10 °C/sec.

2.2.4 Characterization

The atmospheric samples were analyzed and characterized ex-situ, i.e., after exposure to ambient air, by high-resolution SEM (HR-SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman Spectroscopy, thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA), N₂ adsorption and elemental analysis (CHN analysis). HR-SEM pictures were obtained in a Zeiss Merlin Scanning Electron Microscope equipped with an EDX detector. Statistical analysis of the diameters of the produced CNFs was conducted by analyzing HR-SEM pictures using ImageJ.

XRD patterns were recorded using a Panalytical X'Pert PRO operated with a Cu source. Raman spectra were recorded with a Bruker Senterra instrument that is equipped with an Infinity 1 camera using an excitation wavelength of 532 nm (5 mW).
Spectra were averaged from 5 spots to compensate for any inhomogeneity of the sample, with 20 individual spectra per spot and an accumulation time of 2 s. TGA was performed in a TGA/SDTA851e, Mettler Toledo. The surface area was determined by N\textsubscript{2} physisorption in a QuantaChrome Autosorb-1 using the BET isotherm, using multiple samples because of the low absolute surface area. CHN analysis was performed in a Flash 2000 Organic Elemental Analyzer (Interscience), repeating the measurement five times and averaging the result.

Additional characterization of samples grown in the ESEM was done \textit{ex-situ} using a Hitachi S4800-SEM and a JEOL ARM transmission electron microscope. EDX was recorded in the ESEM (FEI Quantum 200) using a Bruker Si(Li) EDX detector.

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Growth on metallic Ni foams.

Reduced nickel shows mild morphological change upon exposure to diluted ethylene feed at atmospheric pressure for several hours (Figure 2b,c,d). The dominant change that is observed with increasing exposure time is the formation of carbon deposits or precipitates, which give rise to islands of particularly dark contrast in the SEM images. Very small amount of CNFs can be observed only after prolonged exposure to ethylene during 15 minutes and 3 hours (Figure 2c,d).
Figure 2: *Ex-situ* SEM images recorded after exposing metallic Ni foams (*in-situ* reduced, 440 °C, 1 h) to growth conditions at ambient pressure with 50 Pa C$_2$H$_4$ and 100 Pa H$_2$ for different times of exposure; CNFs are highlighted in red to improve visibility.
Similar observations were made in the ESEM. Exposure of the reduced Ni foam to both pure C$_2$H$_4$ (Figure 3) and mixtures of C$_2$H$_4$ and H$_2$ (SI Movie 1) at pressures between 10$^{-2}$ Pa and 100 Pa for extended times of up to several hours resulted in the formation of carbon precipitates on the surface of the foam. Carbon deposits become visible after decreasing either temperature or ethylene pressure, inducing segregation of dissolved carbon to the surface of the Ni foam. No CNF formation on the reduced Ni foam was observed in the ESEM.

**Figure 3:** Precipitation of carbon on reduced nickel foam upon exposure to pure C$_2$H$_4$ at temperatures between 450 °C and 800 °C and pressures of up to 100 Pa. Images (a) and (b) were recorded in the high vacuum mode at ~10$^{-2}$ Pa. (a) shows the initial state of the Ni foam, (b) was recorded after carbon deposits appeared at the surface after decreasing the pressure. (c) and (d) show higher magnified images of the surface with precipitates. In (e) two EDX spectra are shown that were recorded from positions 1 and 2 in (c)
In summary, exposure of reduced Ni to diluted amounts of C2H4 and H2 in atmospheric conditions results in the growth of scattered CNFs after prolonged exposure time and formation of carbon precipitates on the surface if the exposure time is sufficiently long. This finding is in line with observations reported by Weatherup et al. [36, 37]. This is in clear contrast to the results of Jarrah et al. [8], who showed that CNF can be grown on reduced Ni at significantly higher ethylene pressure.

2.3.2 Growth on oxidized Ni foams at atmospheric pressure

2.3.2.1 Oxidation Ni foam

The effect of the oxidative pre-treatments on the surface morphology is shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a and b show the as-received nickel foam at two different magnifications with a very thin layer of NiO on the surface resulting from exposure to ambient. The as-received nickel foam consists of nickel grains of about 1 to 10 µm in size. Significant surface structure differences are observed after oxidation during 1 hour at 600 °C (Figure 4c) and 700 °C (Figure 4d). Oxidation at 600 °C results in a heterogeneous layer of NiO particles of about 30 nm as estimated based on XRD line-broadening (see below). This sample contains 8.5 wt% NiO as determined by TGA (SI Figure 1). Unfortunately, the very low surface area of the foam cannot be easily determined experimentally. Therefore, it is estimated to be about 0.03 m²/g [8], assuming the foam consists of cylindrical nickel strands of typically 16 µm. Based on the bulk density of NiO (7.78 g/cm³), it can be estimated that this corresponds to a NiO layer of about 500 nm. This estimated NiO layer thickness indicates that the NiO layer is polycrystalline as the crystallite size is significantly smaller. Oxidation at 700 °C results in a more homogeneous coverage of the surface with larger and structurally more defined NiO crystals, with a NiO content of 9.2 wt% according to TGA.
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Figure 4: Ex-situ SEM images of nickel foam as-received at two different magnifications (a, b); oxidized under 4% O₂ in He for 1 h at, respectively, 600 °C (c) and 700 °C (d)
2.3.2.2 Growth on the oxidized Ni foams at atmospheric pressures (ex-situ)

Exposure to ethylene-hydrogen in N₂ gives rise to CNF growth on the surface of the oxidized Ni foam, although no CNFs are visible yet after 1 minute (Figure 5b). As can be seen in Figure 5c, some CNFs are clearly visible after 15 minutes whereas the structure of the Ni surface flattened slightly due to continued reduction and slight sintering. Further extension of the growth time leads to increasing CNF growth and the morphology of the foam surface does not show significant changes (Figure 5d and 5e). The resulting CNFs have diameters ranging from a few nm to ~35 nm.

Figure 5: Ex-situ SEM images of pre-oxidized (600 °C, 1 h, 4% O₂, ex-situ); after growth under exposure to 50 Pa C₂H₄ + 100 Pa H₂ for 1 min (a), 15 min (b), 3 h (c) and 27 h (d)
CHN analysis shows that CNF growth on nickel oxidized at 600 °C results in a C content of 2.9 wt% after 27 hours of growth. Note that the C concentration of the oxidized sample (Figure 4c), before CNF growth, is below the detection limit (<0.1 wt%). Further experiments were performed with samples oxidized at 600 °C.

Figure 6 shows XRD diffraction pattern in the 2θ-region centered around the main diffraction peak of nickel oxide at 2θ = 43.3°. Oxidation at 600 °C during 1 hour clearly causes the formation of a NiO layer (Figure 6, curve b) containing particles of about 30 nm, as estimated from the peak width of the NiO diffraction peak using the Scherrer equation. This is in reasonable agreement with NiO structures observed in Figure 5a. The oxidized nickel foam as well as the sample after 1 minute CNF-growth clearly contain NiO according the diffraction peak at 2θ = 43.3°, whereas CNF-growth during 27 hours clearly reduces NiO completely, i.e. to a level below the detection limit of XRD. There is no sign of formation of any Ni₃C which would induce diffraction peaks at 2θ values 39.1° and 41.6°, as was observed previously using significantly higher ethylene concentrations [28].

Figure 6: NiO peak in XRD spectra of nickel foam a) as-received, b) after oxidation (600 °C, 1 h, 4% O₂) c) after 1 min of CNF growth and d) after 27 h of CNF growth. Both growth experiments were performed at 440 °C, with partial pressures of 50 Pa for C₂H₄ and 100 Pa for H₂, respectively
Figure 7 shows Raman spectra of nickel foam after oxidation and after 1 and 15 minutes of CNF growth. The peaks in the solid line at 1100 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) are attributed to the NiO bulk. The peak at 520 cm\(^{-1}\) is the most pronounced NiO peak [38], well separated from the peaks assigned to graphitic deposits as detected in the other two spectra. This NiO peak is clearly detectable on the sample after growing CNFs during 1 minute, though the intensity decreased significantly. The spectra obtained after CNF growth during 1 minute and 15 minutes clearly show double peaks around 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2800 cm\(^{-1}\), attributed to graphitic material and characteristic for CNFs [39, 40]. The spectrum measured after CNF growth for 1 minute, clearly demonstrates that CNF growth is already initiated before NiO is completely reduced.

Although after 1 minute of CNF growth, CNFs are not visible yet in SEM (Figure 5b), Raman analysis shows there is already graphitized carbon present, indicative of CNFs. Both Raman and XRD confirm the presence of nickel oxide after growing CNFs for 1 minute. Raman shows a clear decrease in oxide content compared to the initial
nickel oxide sample, whereas XRD shows similar NiO content. Since Raman is more surface sensitive than XRD, this confirms that the surface of the NiO is reduced first, as expected, simultaneously with the formation of the first CNFs.

2.3.3 In-situ growth on oxidized Ni foams in ESEM

2.3.3.1 In-situ oxidation

ESEM enables in-situ observation of the oxidation process (Figure 8). Note that the resulting surface features are similar to the surface features obtained under atmospheric pressure, although oxidation in the ESEM results in a more uniform coverage. This might well be caused by the difference in the O2 pressure i.e. 4000 Pa in the atmospheric experiments versus 40 Pa in the ESEM, or differences in the pre-reduction treatment in the atmospheric and ESEM experiments.

Figure 8: Nickel foam reduced at 600 °C, 1 h, 20 Pa H2 (a,b); subsequently oxidized at 700 °C for 1 h at 30 Pa O2 (c,d)
2.3.3.2 In-situ growth on oxidized Ni foams in ESEM

Switching from oxidizing conditions to conditions for CNF growth was performed by first cooling the sample to room temperature, exchanging the oxygen with 8 Pa C₂H₄/20 Pa H₂ mixture and then heating back to 600 °C. Due to the high drift of the sample during the heating step, no undistorted scanning images could be recorded during heating until the sample has reached the final temperature and drift has stopped. The unfortunate consequence is that the initiation cannot be observed directly. SI Movie 2, which is provided in the supporting information, shows changes in the surface and formation of Ni nanoparticles. At the same time, some surface movement due to CNF-cluster growth can be observed. The formation of some individual CNFs is visible in real time at intermediate magnification as can be seen in SI Movie 3.

Figure 9a shows a part of an oxidized Ni foam, Figure 9b shows the same sample, after reduction, causing slight morphological changes. CNFs are observed in Figure 9c (top view), as well as in side-view at higher magnification (Figure 9f). The cross-section view, obtained by mechanically cracking the foam, reveals a brighter layer underneath the darker top-layer that is covered by a carpet of CNFs. According to EDX analysis, the bright layer is due to nickel oxide.
Figure 9: (a) Nickel foam oxidized at 700 °C, 1 h, 30 Pa O₂; (b) subsequently reduced at 400 °C for 15 min in 20 Pa H₂ and (c) after growth at 600 °C for 15 min under 8 Pa C₂H₄ and 20 Pa H₂ (top view); (d) same sample in cross section; (f) a zoom in of the CNFs layer on the NiO layer; (e) EDX spectrum of the layer cross-section shown in (f).
2.4 General discussion

As would be expected, the extreme low ethylene concentration used in this study retarded the formation of CNFs as compared to the previous study on the same materials of Jarrah et al. [28], operating at much higher ethylene concentrations. Nevertheless, the enhancing effect of NiO on CNF formation is observed at low concentration, similar to the previous results at high ethylene concentration. Reduced samples show CNFs at low ethylene concentration only after very long exposure time, while no CNF growth was observed in the ESEM (not shown).

ESEM experiments reveal that carbon diffuses into the Ni bulk (Figure 3b and SI Movie 1). Carbon deposits are not visible during exposure to 100 Pa ethylene within the time during which in-situ observation in the ESEM was performed. However, carbon segregates to the surface after decreasing temperature or reduction of the ethylene pressure in the ESEM chamber, demonstrating that exposure to ethylene caused significant carbon dissolution.

2.4.1 CNF growth on reduced nickel foam

CNF growth on reduced nickel foam in this study is observed after 15 min of growth; the amount of CNFs is very small and the surface contains only scattered CNFs even after 27 hrs. This demonstrates much slower initiation at low ethylene concentration (50 Pa) compared to the observation of massive CNF-growth under 25000 Pa ethylene, reported previously by Jarrah et al. [28].

A possible cause for this phenomenon is the lack of formation and subsequent decomposition of Ni$_3$C, as proposed by Jarrah et al. [28], based on detection of such a meta-stable phase with XRD and SEM. This result was obtained when exposing the reduced Ni foam to 25000 Pa ethylene. Apparently, the same mechanism does not occur significantly in 50 Pa ethylene pressure. As the in-situ SEM data clearly confirm dissolution of C in Ni under the conditions in this study, it is clear that ethylene is decomposing on the Ni surface, generating C. It seems reasonable to assume that the decomposition reaction is slow at low ethylene pressure and we speculate that under these conditions the diffusion of C into the bulk of the Ni foam is so fast that Ni$_3$C
cannot form on the surface of the Ni foam. Hence, initiation of CNF formation is strongly suppressed.

2.4.2 CNF growth on oxidized nickel foam

Clearly, the initiation of CNF growth can be observed on oxidized nickel when the growth is tempered by decreasing the ethylene pressure. This is in clear contrast to earlier results at high ethylene pressure by Jarrah et al [28], reporting extremely fast CNF growth. Only massive CNF growth could be observed, even after very short exposure to ethylene-hydrogen mixtures at higher pressure and no information could be obtained on the initiation process. Our investigations demonstrate that CNF growth initiates while NiO is still present. For atmospheric tests, Raman analysis shows the presence of NiO as well as CNFs (graphitized carbon) after 1 min CNF growth (Figure 7). XRD confirms the presence of NiO after 1 min CNF growth (Figure 6). ESEM results with EDX measurements clearly show that a NiO layer is still present after CNF growth was initiated (Figure 9e and f). The averaged thickness of the initial NiO layer is in the order of 500 nm, according to TGA. This is in line with the original hypothesis [28] that reduction of NiO provides a fast route to form Ni nanoparticles. The new observations allow us to further detail the effect of the NiO layer.

A first explanation assumes NiO is responsible for preventing C diffusion from the Ni nanoparticles to the bulk of the Ni foam. Ni particles grow on top of the NiO layer at the external surface where H₂ is offered. If the growing Ni nanoparticles are isolated from the Ni bulk by the NiO layer, C diffusion to the bulk is not possible. Therefore, the carbon concentration in the Ni nanoparticles can increase, allowing initiation of CNF growth.

Alternatively it can be assumed that the presence of a NiO layer prevents sintering and merging of in-situ formed Ni nanoparticles with the polycrystalline bulk, via separating the Ni nanoparticles from the bulk. Ni nanoparticles need to be small in order to enable CNF growth. Sintering and merging of the Ni nanoparticles with the bulk of the polycrystalline Ni is detrimental to CNF growth. The isolation of the small Ni nanoparticles by the NiO layer results in CNF growth similar to growth on pre-shaped nanoparticles supported on e.g. alumina, silica and carbon.
The critical size of the Ni nanoparticles for CNF formation is in the order of tenths of nm, based on the diameters of the resulting fibers. Apparently, a 500 nm NiO layer is able to induce CNF growth whereas native oxide layers fail. Obviously, the thickness of the NiO layer (500nm) needs to be significantly larger than the size of the Ni nanoparticles (typically 50 nm) growing CNFs, in order to isolate the nanoparticles from the bulk. The observations support both explanations and at this time it is not possible to decide if one of the hypotheses is dominant, or possibly both effects are necessary to induce CNF-growth.

2.5 Conclusion

CNF growth is slowed down and the initiation is retarded by using extremely low ethylene concentrations. Reduced samples show few CNFs at low ethylene concentration after long exposure time, or in the ESEM not at all. This is attributed to diffusion of C to the bulk of the Ni foam, preventing formation of Ni3C as a precursor in the formation of Ni-nanoparticles. On oxidized samples, it is shown that CNF growth initiates when NiO is still present to isolate the Ni nanoparticles, forming during reduction of the NiO layer, from the bulk Ni. This isolation prevents C diffusion to the bulk and/or inhibits sintering of the Ni nanoparticles with the polycrystalline nickel in the foam.
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Supporting Information

SI Figure 1: TGA graph (ΔT 5 °C/min, 20 vol% H₂ in Ar) of pre-oxidized nickel foam; oxidized at 600 °C for 1 h under 4 vol% O₂ in N₂ at ambient pressure

(Snapshots from movies)

Movies can be found at https://www.utwente.nl/en/tnw/cpm/supporting_movies

SI Movie 1: ESEM movie showing carbon precipitation on the surface of the Ni foam after prolonged exposure at 600 °C of the reduced Ni foam to C₂H₄ and H₂ at pressures between 10⁻² Pa and 100 Pa followed by decreasing ethylene pressure to below 10⁻² Pa
Chapter 2 Supporting Information

SI Movie 2: ESEM movie of NiO at 440 °C under 10 sccm C₂H₄ and 10 sccm H₂ with a total pressure of 60 Pa, showing formation of Ni nanoparticles in the range of tens of nanometers over the entire NiO surface; in the bottom right corner a NiO fragment is moving due to CNF-cluster growth

SI Movie 3: Zoom in of an ESEM movie showing individual CNF growth in-situ (clear example of this in the red circle), at 440 °C during exposure to 10 sccm C₂H₄ and 10 sccm H₂ with a total pressure of 60 Pa
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Abstract

A layer of carbon nanofiber (CNF) agglomerates is used to produce a catalyst support layer that can be immobilized on a stainless steel filter and that can be removed when desired. For immobilization a filtration procedure is developed that produces a stable CNF layer at relatively low shear force flows (<0.18 m/s). Under these conditions the device can be used as a chemical reactor. Increasing the shear force flow rate enables removal of the CNF layer. The interaction between the CNF agglomerates within the immobilized layer is stronger than the attachment of the entire layer to the surface of the stainless steel filter. The weaker interaction between the layer of CNF agglomerates and the filter surface therefore determines the stability of the layer. High surface roughness of the filter on micro-scale as well as deep penetration of CNF agglomerates in the pore mouths of the stainless steel filter both enhance stability of the CNF layer.
3.1 Introduction

The majority of commercially applied chemical processes uses heterogeneous reactions, where one important reaction-type is three-phase gas-liquid-solid reactions (G-L-S). Typical reactors used for these are trickle bed reactors or slurry phase reactors, with respective pros and cons. The main drawback of packed bed trickle phase reactors is internal diffusion limitations whereas separation of catalyst and product is much more facile compared to slurry phase operation [1, 2]. Structured reactors [2-5] are an alternative for slurry and trickle-bed reactors, which has been an active research field for many years. In structured reactors good external mass transfer, short diffusion distances and good temperature control can be achieved in combination with low pressure drop. Disadvantages, compared to trickle bed or slurry phase reactors, are the moderate catalyst loading, higher catalyst (immobilization) costs and challenging liquid distribution [1].

In structured reactors the surface area, needed to support highly dispersed active particles, is usually provided by using a washcoat, as structured packings like monoliths [6, 7], foams and filters [8] usually provide insufficient surface area. This washcoat layer needs to be thin (10-100µm) to minimize diffusion limitations, however this is a trade-off with the higher available surface area that would result from a thicker layer. Washcoats need maximal porosity and minimal tortuosity. Another important drawback of washcoats on structured packings is catalyst recycling and replacement. Replacement of the catalyst necessitates removal of the entire structured packing from the reactor, increasing costs significantly.

A layer consisting of carbon nanofibers has been proposed as an alternative to washcoat layers. These carbon nanofibers constitute a much more open structure than the conventional washcoat layer, the structure mimicking the inverse structure of the washcoat [9]. Carbon nanofibers can be produced e.g. through arc discharge, catalytic chemical vapour deposition [10, 11] and plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition [10]. For catalytic chemical vapour deposition a carbon containing gas (e.g. ethylene [12], ethyn [10], methane [12], acetylene [8], syngas, CO) is flowed over transitions metal particles (e.g. Ni [10, 13], Fe [14], Co [14]) at elevated temperature. The carbon
containing gas decomposes at the surface on one side of the metal particle and carbon diffuses through or over the metal particle. The carbon then segregates at another side of the metal particle, producing a carbon nanofiber.

Previous work in our group reported on preparation procedures and catalytic applications of thin layers of CNFs on monoliths [15], foam structures [11, 13], metal foils [14], thin layers [16] and in microchannels [17]. The goal of this study is to explore the possibility to prepare a removable support layer on a structured packing using CNFs. This idea is inspired on the observation that particles consisting of entangled CNFs tend to stick together after filtration, so that re-dispersion is sometimes difficult to achieve. It is speculated that this effect is caused by interaction between CNFs sticking out of the individual agglomerates, causing a mechanical interaction similar to the well-known Velcro tape [18]. We explore how attachment between CNF agglomerates, as well as CNF agglomerates with the surface of the structured packing, can be used to achieve reversible immobilization on the surface of the structured packing. In this way, it would be possible to replace only the catalyst in case of deactivation, leaving the structured packing in the reactor. It is proposed that an immobilized CNF layer can combine the advantages of a highly porous catalyst support with the option to load and de-load exclusively the carbon nanofiber supported catalyst. In this study we will be using sintered metal filters as a model for a structured packing in order to explore the concept. Once the concept is successfully produced, this model support will be used in nitrite hydrogenation in future work.

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Materials

The stainless steel filter used for this study is a Sika R50, a 1.4404 (316L) steel from GKN Sinter Metals [19], consisting of 65wt% Fe, 19 wt% Cr, 12 wt% Ni, traces of Mo and Si. This filter has average pores of 50 μm and a BET surface area of 0.14 m²/g (Figure 1a). From the as-received, 5 mm thick stainless steel sheet, rectangles of 16x36 mm are cut, using electrical discharge machining (Agiecut Challenge 2).
Two different types of carbon nanofibers are used in this study. CNF agglomerates (MF-C150, commercially available from Carbon Nanotube & Fibers) are used, containing individual fibers of 80-150 nm in diameter and a purity of >80%, with <20% amorphous carbon and <2% Ni/Fe. These CNF agglomerates as-received have an average size of 150 µm. This type CNF agglomerates was selected, despite the relatively low surface area, because of the observation that homogeneous CNF layers were obtained after deposition, in contrast to other types of CNF agglomerates.

The second type of carbon nanofibers is produced in house by growing carbon nanofibers directly on the surface of the stainless steel filter, using ethylene (99.95%, Praxair), hydrogen (99.999%, Linde) and nitrogen (99.999%, Linde). CNFs are grown in a home-designed vertical quartz reactor. The stainless steel filter (16x36x5mm, typically ~12g) is reduced for one hour with 20% H₂ in N₂. Growth is achieved at 600 °C under 100 ml/min flow of 20% C₂H₄ + 20% H₂ in N₂ for 2 hours. This procedure is inspired on previous growth procedures conducted on stainless steel foils in our group [14].

Milli-Q water (Synergy Millipore machine) is used for pressure drop and compressibility testing.

3.2.2 Characterization

The average agglomerate size of CNFs is measured by laser light diffraction in a Mastersizer 2000 from Malvern Instruments. BET surface areas of these CNF
agglomerates have been calculated from N$_2$ adsorption measured with a Micromeretics Tristar 3000. HR-SEM pictures were obtained in a Zeiss Merlin Scanning Electron Microscope equipped with an EDX detector. Stability of the grown CNF layer is tested by sonicating the layer in an ethanol solution in a VWR USC300TH sonication bath.

### 3.2.3 Preparation immobilized CNF layers

The CNF agglomerates are separated into three size fractions by dispersing the as-received CNFs in ethanol and using three sieve mesh sizes (80, 150 and 250 µm) for wet sieving.

Formation of layers of immobilized CNF agglomerates is achieved in a home-designed set-up shown in Figure 2. The CNF agglomerates for deposition are suspended in 15 ml ethanol, using 12.5, 25 or 50 mg CNFs. A layer of the CNF agglomerates is formed by filtration, i.e. removal of the ethanol through the stainless steel filter (Figure 2) and therefore this equipment is named “filtration set-up”.

![Figure 2: Schematic representation of the filtration set-up for CNF layer formation](image)

The CNF suspension is poured onto the stainless steel filter, while the pump is off, and immediately the pump (capacity 1.7 m$^3$/h) is started. This pump capacity results in a pressure difference over the empty stainless steel filter smaller than 200 mbar, the lower limit of the pressure indicator. Within typically five seconds the ethanol is removed by filtration with a pressure drop varying between 300-700 mbar. As soon as the ethanol has passed through the filter the pressure drop reverts to less than 200 mbar. When the ethanol is completely removed the pump is turned off.
During the filtration, the CNF layer is compressed by a combination of both the force that is exerted by the pressure drop over the CNF layer, as well as by shear forces of ethanol flowing along the CNF agglomerates. These mechanical forces cause the agglomerates to be pushed together, and/or are pushed against the surface of the filter, with or without a grown CNF layer.

Layer thicknesses of immobilized CNF layers were determined with an analogue thickness meter, with a round plunger with a diameter of 5 mm and an accuracy of 0.01 mm. The CNF layer thickness was calculated by subtracting the thickness of the empty stainless steel filter (experimental variation ±0.025 mm) from the thickness of the filter with the CNF layer (experimental variation ±0.1 mm), each in two spots per individual sample. To determine the layer thickness and its error margin, 3 samples were measured per data point.

A qualitative measure for the density of the immobilized CNF layer is obtained by measuring the permeability to water, by measuring the flow rate of water through the substrate at a fixed pressure drop of ~90 mbar. This experiment is named the “pressure drop test”. The same procedure was also used to try to densify the CNF layer, by repetitively applying the 90 mbar pressure drop and using the accumulative time to show the effects of longer exposure times. The immobilized CNF layer is subjected to typically five subsequent tests; in between tests the flow was paused to measure the amount of Milli-Q water flowed through.

### 3.2.4 Stability of immobilized CNF layers

Stability of the prepared CNF layer is tested in a home-designed set-up, shown in Figure 3. This set-up consists of a holder for the rectangular stainless steel filter with on top a flow chamber, with a height of 11 mm. To minimize mechanical damage during handling, the same holder as used in the filtration set-up is used here, which is transferred from the filtration equipment to the stability testing equipment.
The CNF layer stability is tested by flowing Milli-Q water over the immobilized CNF layer, with flow rates up to 0.6 m/s for typically 10 minutes. The stability of the layer is determined by measuring the amount of CNFs that is removed on basis of weight change of the sample, after thorough drying in a vacuum oven overnight. The top part of the stability testing set-up is made of transparent poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) allowing recording of an *in-situ* movie during CNF removal.

Figure 3: Schematic side- and top view of home designed set-up for CNF layer stability testing
3.3 Results

3.3.1 CNF agglomerates

The CNF agglomerates, as-received, exhibit a (volume) particle size distribution ranging from 7 to 1000 µm (Figure 4), measured in an ethanol suspension with laser light diffraction, with an average size of 150 µm. The as-received CNFs have a BET surface area of 32 m²/g.

Figure 4 shows the CNF particle size of the as-received CNF agglomerates and the three size fractions separated by wet sieving, resulting in a fraction of smaller particles (average particle size 95 µm), a medium fraction (average particle size 150 µm) and a large fraction (average particle size 400 µm).

![Figure 4: Volume averaged particle size distributions of as-received CNF agglomerates and the three selected size fractions, according to laser light diffraction](image-url)
As can be seen in Figure 5a, the CNFs agglomerate into apparently dense particles with a smooth surface, at low magnification. Intermediate magnification (Figure 5b) shows however the rough nature of the external surface with some individual CNFs sticking out. The high magnification in Figure 5c however clearly confirms the highly open morphology, generated by entangled CNFs with a typical diameter of 100 nm.

![SEM pictures of as-received carbon nanofibers](image)

**Figure 5**: SEM pictures of as-received carbon nanofibers a) at low magnification, b) intermediate magnification and c) high magnification, d) cross-section of a deposited CNF layer (top), making a 90° angle at the line with the bare stainless steel filter below (bottom)

### 3.3.2 CNF layer synthesis

A CNF layer is grown directly on the stainless steel filter under the conditions described in the experimental section, attempting to generate a binder layer between the CNF agglomerates and the stainless steel. This results in a typical average ethylene conversion of 20% over 2 hours of CNF growth. This CNF layer completely covers the surface of the filter (Figure 1b) with a typical thickness of a few μm, measured in a SEM-picture (shown in SI Figure 1a). The diameter of the CNFs ranges from 5 to 250 nm (SEM-picture, shown in SI Figure 1b). According to N₂ adsorption this results in a 50
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typical BET area of ~290 m²/gcarbon, which corresponds to a CNF diameter of 6.2 nm. This indicates that the smaller CNF diameters are dominant. The grown layer is well attached to the stainless steel, as sonication in ethanol for 15 min removes only 1 wt% of the CNFs and shear force testing (10 min, 0.36 m/s) results in negligible removal of CNFs. Strong attachment of CNFs grown directly on metal substrates was also reported previously [13, 14]. It has been proposed that a thin, microporous carbon layer is formed that closely follows the surface roughness of the metal surface and CNFs are rooted in that layer, explaining the observed mechanical stability [13, 14]. The growth catalyst particles were identified as Fe particles based on EDX analysis.

3.3.3 CNF agglomerates immobilization

The CNF agglomerates are pushed together, which results in a CNF layer in which the individual agglomerates are not distinguishable anymore in SEM (Figure 5d), indicating significant interaction between CNF agglomerates. The filtrate is collected and no CNFs could be detected (with a detection limit of 0.01 mg).

Figure 6 shows the effects of particle size and amounts of CNFs on the resulting layer thickness of the immobilized CNF layer. Figure 6 shows a small effect of particle size, where smaller particles show slightly thinner layers, as would be expected. The increase in layer thickness compared to the amount of CNFs applied is slightly less than proportional, which suggests that thicker layers are slightly more compressed.

A CNF layer of 12.5 mg of CNFs results in a layer thickness of 200-350 µm thickness; when considering the particle size (95, 150 and 400 µm), it is clear that the layer is only 1-3 particles thick, causing partial coverage of the surface of the filter, as visually observed. CNF layers of 25 and 50 mg of CNFs result in fully covering, homogeneous layers, although the 50 mg layer resulted in larger variations in the observed layer thickness.
The pressure drop during filtration for all experiments in Figure 6 is strongly influenced by the amount of CNFs used for preparation of the immobilized CNF layer, as expected; however, the effect of particle size appears insignificant.

Figure 6 shows reasonably reproducible data for 95 μm particles and with 150 μm particles, in contrast to 400 μm particles showing larger scatter. This is probably caused by poor homogeneity resulting from the fact that the layers thicknesses (300-1200 μm) are typically 1-3 times the average particle size of 400 μm. Wet sieving results in much higher yields for 150 μm particles than for 95 μm particles, therefore the 150 μm particles are selected for further testing.
3.3.4 Densification of the CNF agglomerates layer

The rates of flow through the CNF layers of the three particle size fractions were measured with water at 90 mbar pressure drop for respectively 240, 120 and 90 sec. These CNF layers were immobilized beforehand with 300-400 mbar pressure drop during filtration. On average the 95 µm fraction results in a flow through of 0.04 L/min, 150 µm results in 0.11 L/min and 400 µm results in 0.26 L/min. This shows that the smaller the particles, the higher the resistance of the CNF layer, indicating that the layer becomes denser, as expected.

Repetitive exposure to 90 mbar water pressure results in decreasing flow rates (Figure 7), demonstrating that the forces exerted by the water pressure on the CNF layer cause densification of the CNF layer.

![Figure 7: Effect of accumulative time on flow rate of water through a 25 mg CNF layer (90 mbar pressure drop) supported on the stainless steel filter, immobilized with 300-350 mbar](image)
3.3.5 Stability of the CNF agglomerates layer

The deposited layers were exposed to water flowing along the surface during 10 minutes for testing the stability of the CNF layers consisting of 25 mg CNFs agglomerates sized 150 µm. Figure 8 shows the influence of the flow rate on the stability of these CNF layers, immobilized with a pressure drop of 400 mbar and resulting in 0.5 mm thick layers, as described above.

![Graph showing the effect of linear flow velocity on CNF layer stability](image)

Figure 8: Effect of linear flow velocity in shear force testing on the CNF layer stability for an immobilized CNF agglomerates layer consisting of 25 mg CNFs of the 150µm fraction, immobilized with 400 mbar pressure drop

The removal of CNFs, if any, happens mostly in the first few minutes. For all linear velocities causing removal, removal is observed to occur in pieces starting close to the entrance of the water flow, removing the entire layer locally and thus exposing clean external surface of the metal filter. The relatively sharp boundary between clean and CNF-covered filter moves slowly downstream. Figure 9 shows snapshots from an \textit{in-situ} movie of the removal of CNFs when flowing water with a velocity of 0.45 m/s
3.3.6 Effect of pressure drop during immobilization

Figure 10 shows the effect of the pressure drop, used during the filtration when immobilizing the CNF agglomerates, on the stability of the CNF layer. For these tests CNF layers (25 mg, 150 μm fraction) were subjected to 0.36 m/s for 10 min.

From Figure 10 (*) it can be clearly seen that the stability of the immobilized CNF layer increases with increasing pressure drop during filtration. In contrast, densification of the layers after filtration by flowing water at 90 mbar, as shown in figure 7, showed no significant effect on stability of the CNF layer (not shown).
Figure 10: Effect of pressure drop during filtration on the stability of the immobilized CNF agglomerates on CNF-covered filter (•) and on the empty filter (▪), tested at 0,36 m/s linear velocity for 10 min, on an immobilized CNF layer consisting of 25 mg CNFs sized 150 µm.

3.3.7 **CNF binder layer**

Figure 10(•) also shows the stability of the immobilized CNF agglomerates layer when it is immobilized on a CNF layer grown on the surface of the filter. The stability tests are conducted as described above. Surprisingly the resulting stability appears inferior compared to the CNF agglomerates layer on the empty filter. Furthermore, it seems independent of the pressure drop applied during deposition of the agglomerates, as can be seen in Figure 10 (•).
3.4 Discussion

Immobilization of CNF agglomerates is achieved by filtration. The most reproducible procedure was found to be immobilization of 25 mg of CNFs of the 150 µm fraction, by using a pressure drop of 400 mbar during filtration. The immobilized CNF layer was shown to be stable when flowing water over the layer with linear velocity up to 0.18 m/s, whereas removal of CNFs is observed at higher velocities (Figure 8). Also, it can be seen that at high flow rates (>0.7 m/s) almost the entire CNF layer is removed and complete removal is anticipated at even higher flowrates or via back-flushing.

In short, the immobilized CNF layer is stable at intermediate flow rates (till 0.18 m/s) allowing in principle operation as a catalytic reactor. Importantly, the layer can be removed from the structured packing by simply increasing the flow rate, without the need of removing the packing itself from the reactor.

Figure 7 shows that CNF layers with large particles are more permeable for water to flow through the layer, as expected. Figure 7 also shows a decrease in flow rate as a result of repetitive exposure to the pressure drop (90 mbar) when flowing water through the layer. This suggests that the density of the CNF layer increases by pushing the CNF aggregates more into each other.

Figure 10 clearly shows that presence of the grown CNF binder layer decreases the stability of the layer of CNF agglomerates, apparently weakening the interaction between the CNF agglomerates and the stainless steel filter. The lower stability with a CNF binder layer is attributed to the decreasing surface roughness when growing CNFs. This surface roughness decrease is visualized in both SEM pictures in Figure 1 as well as by confocal microscopy shown in SI Figure 2. Both show decreasing micro roughness of the stainless steel surface when growing a CNF layer. On the other hand, the roughness on the nanometer scale clearly increased when CNFs are present. Roughness on micrometer scale is apparently important for creating stable layers.

The results in Figure 9 show that pieces of the entire layer are removed from the filter, indicating that the interaction between the layer of CNF agglomerates and the
filter surface is weaker than the interaction between the CNF agglomerates within the layer. In other words, the interaction between the layer and the filter surface determines the stability of the layer. The stability of the layer of CNF agglomerates on the bare stainless steel filter increases with increasing pressure drop during immobilization (Figure 10). This is attributed to deeper penetration of the CNF agglomerates into the pore mouths of the filter, therefore making better use of the surface micro-roughness, as schematically presented in Figure 11a.

![Figure 11: Schematic representation of interaction of the CNF agglomerates with the surface micro-roughness of the stainless steel filter](image)

This proposal can also explain the results of the prolonged pressure drop tests. The observed densification (Figure 7) of the CNF layer increases the interaction between the CNF agglomerates within the layer, but does not influence the stability of the layer. Apparently, the CNF agglomerates are so well attached that the pressure drop provided is not able to push the agglomerates deeper into the pore mouths (Figure 11b). In contrast higher pressure drop during immobilization via filtration increases the stability, as shown in Figure 10. During build-up of the CNF layer, the agglomerates are initially not connected and the first agglomerates can penetrate deeper into the pore mouths (Figure 11a), resulting in deeper penetration and better attachment of the entire layer to the surface of the filter.
In this work, metallic filters were used for relatively easy immobilization of CNF agglomerates. However, it is shown that the stability of the CNF layer is mainly determined by the macro-roughness of the filter. The additional CNF layer grown on and attached to the metal filter, aiming at a binder layer, displayed an adverse effect on the CNF layer stability. Therefore, in future also alternative filter materials that do not allow direct CNF growth, such as ceramics or carbon based filters, should be explored. Clearly, additional work would be needed to develop this concept further to enable implementation in practical catalytic reactors. A practical reactor is envisaged consisting of concentric tubes where the inner tube is the porous wall that is considered in this study, as shown in Figure 12. Immobilization of the CNF layer can be done by flowing through the wall from inside to the shell, depositing the CNFs as a filter cake at the inner-surface of the porous tube. The reactor can then be operated either in flow-through mode in which the shell acts as reactor outlet, or in flow-over mode by operating the inner-tube as both inlet and outlet. Removal of deactivated catalyst is then easily achieved by back-flush operation.

The catalytic performance of these CNF layers as catalyst support loaded with Pd have been tested for nitrite hydrogenation for water cleaning, which will be reported in detail in a future paper.
3.5 Conclusion

In this study a CNF layer is synthesized as a stable catalyst support layer for operational conditions. This layer is shown to be stable up to 0.18 m/s flow over the layer. This CNF layer can be removed by increasing shear force flow rate.

A CNF agglomerates layer immobilized directly on the stainless steel filter is more stable than the same layer deposited on a stainless steel filter with a grown CNF layer. It is proposed that the grown CNF layer decreases the micro roughness of the stainless steel filter, causing the decrease in stability.

The fact that the layer is removed in pieces of the entire layer during flow tests, leaving behind a bare filter surface, shows that the CNFs layer stability is determined by the interaction of the CNFs layer with the stainless steel filter surface. This is confirmed by the increased stability of the CNFs layer when increasing the pressure drop during immobilization via filtration, increasing the bonding between the surface of the filter and the CNF layer via deep penetration in the pore mouths of the filter.
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SI Figure 1: SEM pictures of a CNF layer grown on a stainless steel filter a) cross section of the CNFs layer b) CNFs showing variation in diameter
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Hydrogenation of Nitrite on Pd Supported on Immobilized CNF Agglomerates on a Stainless Steel Filter

Nitrite hydrogenation

Chapter article in preparation:
J.M. Roemers-van Beek, J. Zhu, J.G. van Ommen, L. Lefferts, Hydrogenation of nitrite on Pd supported on immobilized CNF agglomerates on a stainless steel filter
Abstract

Pd-loaded carbon nanofiber (CNF) agglomerates, a slurry catalyst, are used after immobilization on a stainless-steel filter as a model for a structured reactor allowing reversible loading of catalyst. It is demonstrated that this indeed results in a carbon-based, structured reactor active for hydrogenation of nitrite as a model reaction. Activity was achieved both by flowing the H$_2$ saturated nitrite solution over the Pd-CNF layer as well as through the layer of immobilized Pd-CNF. Flowing liquid through the Pd-CNF layer results in higher reaction rates, demonstrating that mass transfer limitations affect operation in flow-over mode, caused by the relatively long diffusion distance in the Pd-CNF layer. External diffusion limitations at the surface of the individual CNF agglomerates dominate in flow-through mode.
4.1 Introduction

Structured reactors [1-4] as an alternative for conventionally used trickle bed or slurry reactors are a hot research topic nowadays. These structured reactors combine the advantages of slurry reactors, i.e. the low pressure drop, short diffusion distance, good external mass transfer and good temperature control, with advantages of trickle bed reactors, i.e. no attrition and easy separation of catalyst particles [5]. Disadvantages in structured reactors are the moderate catalyst loading per unit of reactor volume, higher catalyst (immobilization) costs and possible liquid maldistribution [5].

Highly dispersed active catalyst particles are used, necessitating high surface areas for the support structure. Since the structured supports like monoliths [6, 7], foams and filters [8] provide insufficient surface area, washcoats are usually employed to ensure sufficient available surface area. For these washcoats a balance needs to be found between additional surface area resulting from thicker layers and the resulting increase in internal diffusion limitations, especially when operating in liquid phase. Therefore washcoats are usually thin layers (10-100 µm).

Previous work in our group proposes an immobilized carbon nanofiber (CNF) layer as an alternative for washcoats. This CNF layer mimics the inverse structure of conventional washcoats [9], offering an open catalyst support structure, reducing diffusion limitations and enabling thicker catalyst support layers compared to conventional washcoats. The preparation and application of these CNF layers have been studied on monoliths [10], foam structures [11, 12], metal foils [13], thin layers [14] and in microchannels [15].

In our work we introduce a layer of immobilized CNF agglomerates using sintered metal filters as a structured packing. In our previous study we explored the stability and possible recyclability of this immobilized CNF layer [16]. CNF agglomerates are immobilized by a filtration procedure. The produced CNF layer is stable at relatively low shear force flows (<0.18 m/s), but can be removed by increasing the shear force flow rate. In this way, catalyst can be reversibly loaded on a structured packing, enabling removal of the catalyst, e.g. after deactivation, without the need to remove the structured packing. The stability of this CNF layer under operating conditions is
attributed to both the high surface roughness of the filter on micro-scale and the penetration of CNF agglomerates in the pore mouths of the stainless steel filter, in combination with strong attachment between CNF agglomerates. It is also shown that increased layer thickness leads to CNF layer densification.

In this study we present the catalytic testing of Pd particles deposited on these CNF agglomerates in nitrite hydrogenation, in order to test the ability of this novel catalyst support design to enable efficient (internal) mass transfer. Nitrite hydrogenation is ideal to detect diffusion limitations, because it is a very fast liquid phase reaction. In addition, diffusion limitation and development of internal concentration gradient is also known to influence the selectivity of the reaction, forming both the preferred product di-nitrogen (Equation 1) as well as the undesired product ammonium (Equation 2).

\[
2\text{NO}_2^- + 3\text{H}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ \xrightarrow{\text{Pd}} \text{N}_2 + 4\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]  

Equation 1

\[
\text{NO}_2^- + 3\text{H}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ \xrightarrow{\text{Pd}} \text{NH}_4^+ + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]  

Equation 2

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Materials

Stainless steel filters (1.4404/316L) from GKN Sinter Metals are used, consisting of 65 wt% Fe, 19 wt% Cr, 12 wt% Ni, with traces of Mo and Si. These filters consist of a three-dimensional structure with an average pore size of 50 µm and a BET surface area of 0.14 m²/g (Figure 1) [17]. Rectangular samples of 16x36 mm (5 mm thick) are cut from the as-received stainless steel filter by electrical discharge machining (Agiecut Challenge 2).
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Figure 1: Low magnification SEM picture of as-received stainless steel filter

CNF agglomerates (MF-C150, Carbon Nanotube & Fiber 21) are used, containing individual fibers of 80-150 nm in diameter and a purity of >80%, with <20% amorphous carbon and <2% Ni/Fe. As-received these CNFs agglomerates have an average size of 150 µm, which are separated into three size fractions (65, 110 and 140 µm) by wet sieving [16] the CNFs dispersed in ethanol, using three sieve mesh sizes (80, 150 and 250 µm).

Palladium(II)2,4-pentanedionate (Pd 34.7%, Alfa Aesar) is used for deposition of Pd particles. Nitrogen (99.999%, Linde), air (home-produced) and hydrogen (99.999%, Linde) were used for calcination and reduction of the Pd-complex.

Sodium nitrite (>99%, Merck), hydrogen (99.999%, Linde) and nitrogen (99.999%, Linde) were used in milli-Q water (home-produced) for nitrite hydrogenation testing.

4.2.2 Characterization

Pd loading is determined with XRF in an ARL Advant’X spectrometer. The available total surface area is determined through N₂ adsorption measured with a Micromeretics Tristar 3000. The average agglomerate size of CNFs is measured by laser light diffraction in a Mastersizer 2000 from Malvern Instruments. HR-SEM pictures were obtained in a Zeiss Merlin Scanning Electron Microscope equipped with an EDX detector.
4.2.3 Pd deposition

CNF agglomerates are impregnated with Pd through wet impregnation with palladium(II)2,4-pentanedionate in toluene. To achieve about 1.3 wt% Pd on 0.14 g CNFs, 4 mg palladium acetylacetonate was dissolved into 80 ml toluene. The CNFs are introduced into the solution in a vacuum rotary evaporator for typically 6 h at 65 °C. After impregnation the samples are dried in a vacuum furnace overnight. Finally, the CNF agglomerates with palladium are calcined at 250 °C for 2 h in 100 ml/min air, followed by reduction at 250 °C for 1 h in 50% H\textsubscript{2} in N\textsubscript{2}, total flow rate 100 ml/min.

4.2.4 Preparation immobilized CNF layers

Formation of layers of immobilized CNF agglomerates is achieved in a home-designed filtration set-up. For immobilization 30 or 60 mg CNF agglomerates are suspended in 15 ml of ethanol. A layer of the CNF agglomerates is formed by filtration, \textit{i.e.} removal of the ethanol through the stainless steel filter. The immobilization procedure is discussed in more detail in previous published work [16], for this study layers were produced with 400 mbar pressure drop during filtration-deposition.

4.2.5 Catalytic activity testing for nitrite hydrogenation

The CNF layer, like a conventional washcoat, can be used in two different regimes. First, the liquid feed can be flown through the CNF layer, mimicking a membrane contactor reactor. Second, the liquid feed can be flown over the CNF layer, mimicking the use of a washcoat on a dense support. To enable testing in these two modes of operation, two set-ups were designed, shown in Figure 2.

In the flow-through set-up the liquid flow passes from the bottom chamber (height 6.5 mm, volume $\sim$4·10\textsuperscript{-6} m\textsuperscript{3}) through the porous filter to the small funnel on top. Introduction of the liquid feed from two introduction points makes the liquid flow inside the reactor more homogeneous. These experiments will be called ‘flow-through’ experiments.

The flow-over set-up is designed to use the same filters with the same dimensions, but the liquid flow is channeled in a flow chamber (height 6.5 mm, volume $\sim$4·10\textsuperscript{-6} m\textsuperscript{3}) to pass over the external surface of the CNF layer on top of the filter. The top of the
chamber is transparent, which enables checking absence of any trapped air bubbles, ensuring full and homogeneous use of the CNF layer. These will be called ‘flow-over’ experiments.

Figure 2: Schematic overview of a) flow-through and b) flow-over set-up used

Catalytic activity for nitrite hydrogenation was measured at room temperature in one of the reactors as described above using 0.22 mmol/L NO$_2^-$ as a starting solution, saturating the solution with 0.5 atm H$_2$, resulting in 0.39 mmol/L H$_2$. This solution is not buffered. Immobilized CNF layers of usually 30 mg CNFs are tested, although 60 mg CNFs are tested to see the influence of the layer thickness on the diffusion limitations. Flow rates of 0.5 – 5 ml/min were used for the introduced nitrite solution.

Nitrite (NO$_2^-$) and ammonium (NH$_4^+$) concentrations are measured with an ion chromatograph (Dionex, ICS 1000). NO$_2^-$ conversion and NH$_4^+$ selectivity are calculated from these measurements, assuming ammonium is the only by-product [18, 19].
4.3 Results

4.3.1 BET

BET analysis of N2 physisorption data for Pd on CNFs, calcined at 400 °C resulted in a total surface area of 35.7 m²/g.

4.3.2 CNF agglomerates

As received CNF agglomerates were separated into three fractions, using the wet sieving method. The resulting fractions exhibit average particle sizes of 65 µm, 110 µm and 140 µm (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Volume averaged particle size distributions of as received CNF agglomerates and the three selected size fractions, according to laser light diffraction, measured in ethanol
4.3.3 Catalytic testing

Catalytic testing was performed continuously for up to 35 hours, measuring the same flow rate at the start and at the end of the measurement. This shows no decrease in the nitrite conversion, therefore it is assumed there is no degradation or loss of the Pd catalyst particles.

4.3.3.1 Effect of CNF particle size (Flow-through)

Figure 4 a) Influence of CNF particle size and flow rate on resulting nitrite conversion with 1.3 wt% Pd on 30 mg CNFs, b) influence of CNF particle size and conversion on ammonium selectivity

Figure 4 shows the effect of flow rate on nitrite conversion and selectivity to ammonium in flow-through mode for three CNF particle sizes. In all cases conversion decreases with increasing flow rate, as would be expected based on residence time. It can be clearly seen that the nitrite conversion decreases with increasing particle size. CNF particles of 65 µm and 110 µm result in similar ammonium selectivities when compared at constant conversion. However, bigger particles (140 µm) clearly show higher ammonium selectivity.
4.3.3.2 CNF particles loading

Two flow patterns i.e. flow-through and flow over the CNF layer are tested, details can be found in the Experimental section.

*Flow-through*

![Graph showing nitrite conversion and ammonium selectivity vs. flow rate for CNF particles loading with 30 mg and 60 mg Pd on CNF particles of 110 μm.](image)

Figure 5 a) Influence of CNF particle loading and flow rate on nitrite conversion with 1.3 wt% Pd on CNF particles of 110 μm, b) influence of CNF particles loading and nitrite conversion on ammonium selectivity

Figure 5 shows the effect of flow rate on nitrite conversion and selectivity to ammonium for two different catalyst loadings in flow-through mode, tested for 110 μm CNF particles. Decreasing conversions with increasing flow rate, as discussed above, are expected. As can be seen, increase in catalyst loading results in only a relatively small increase in conversion (Figure 5a) and a slight increase in ammonium selectivity (Figure 5b).
Flow-over

Figure 6 Influence of CNF particles loading and flow rate on nitrite conversion, with 1.3 wt% Pd on CNFs particles of 110µm

Figure 6 shows the effect of flow rate on nitrite conversion for two different catalyst loadings in flow-over mode. Catalyst loading (30 and 60 mg) and particle size (110µm) were similar to the flow-through tests above in Figure 5. It can be seen clearly that the conversion is significantly lower for flow-over experiments compared to flow-through experiments (Figure 5a), for both catalyst loadings.
4.4 Discussion

All experiments were performed with 0.217 mmol/L $\text{NO}_2^-$ and 0.39 mmol/L $\text{H}_2$, resulting in maximal conversion of 21% and 28% for $\text{NO}_2^-$ and $\text{H}_2$, respectively. Thus, the experiments are done under, or close to, differential conditions (conversions <15%). The maximal change in pH, due to consumption of $\text{H}^+$ during one experiment (Equation 1 and 2), is from 7 to 9.8. The variation in the final pH between all experiments reported is in the window between 9.3 and 9.8. In literature increasing pH is shown to result in decreasing activity and increasing ammonium selectivity [20, 21]. These effects are minor in this pH window compared to the differences reported in this study.

In all cases an increase in flow rate results in lower conversions. This confirms expectations; when the contact time with the catalyst particles is shorter, the conversion decreases.

4.4.1 Particle size

![Graph showing the influence of CNF particle size and flow rate on activity per gram catalyst with 1.3 wt% Pd on 30 mg CNFs of 110 µm in flow-through mode.](image)

Figure 7 Influence of CNF particle size and flow rate on activity per gram catalyst with 1.3 wt% Pd on 30 mg CNFs of 110 µm in flow-through mode

Figure 7 shows the influence of particle size as well as flow rate on the catalyst activity per gram catalyst, calculated based on the data in Figure 4a. Clearly, activity per gram catalyst increases with increasing flow rate, suggesting significant concentration gradients at the external surface of the CNF particles. Increasing flow rates would decrease the thickness of the stagnant layer, and thus the external concentration gradient. Also, the activity increases with decreasing particle size, which
can be attributed to both internal as well as external concentration gradients. The effect of the flow rate suggests that external mass transfer limitation is dominant under the conditions applied. Figure 4b shows high ammonium selectivity for the biggest particles (140 µm), whereas both smaller particle sizes resulted in identical selectivity at constant conversion. The particle size distribution for the 140 µm fraction (Figure 3) shows a wider distribution, compared to the smaller fractions, with more large particles present. These larger particles are determining for the decrease in activity shown in Figure 7. High H₂ concentration as well as high pH are both favorable for ammonium formation. The observation that smaller particles show lower ammonium selectivity than larger particles suggests that transport limitation of nitrite and/or protons is dominant over transport limitation of hydrogen.

4.4.2 CNF particles loading

![Graph showing influence of CNF particles loading and flow rate on activity per gram catalyst with 1.3 wt% Pd on CNFs particles of 110 µm; in flow-through (FT) and flow-over (FO) mode]

Figure 8 shows the effect of the amount of catalyst used on the activity per gram catalyst, for both modes of operation, i.e. flow-through and flow-over. These experiments were done with relatively small particles (110 µm) to minimize the diffusion limitations as discussed above.

Clearly, flow-over experiments result in lower activity than flow-through experiments, suggesting more diffusion limitations in the flow-over experiments. This agrees well with the fact that the diffusion length in flow-through mode is equal to the
radius of the catalyst particles (55 micrometer), whereas the diffusion length in flow-over mode is equal to the thickness of the catalyst layer, varying between 450 and 800 micrometer.

The effects of amount of catalyst in Figure 8 are counter intuitive, both for flow-over and flow-through operation. In flow-through mode, the activity per gram decreases significantly when increasing the thickness of the catalyst layer, whereas a constant value would be expected. The effect is certainly too large to be attributed to differences in conversion level as the experiments are performed close to differential conditions. Even more surprising is the observation that the activity per gram increases with increasing amount of catalyst in flow-over mode; in this case a decrease was anticipated if the system would be determined by diffusion limitations in the layer.

We tentatively assign both effects to changes in the morphology of the CNF layer when increasing the catalyst amount. We showed in previous work [16] that the density of the CNF layer increases with the thickness of the layer. Inhomogeneity in the layer thickness can therefore easily cause tunneling of liquid through relatively porous thin patches in the layer, causing inhomogeneous liquid distribution and low conversion in flow-through mode. On the other hand, such uneven distribution of catalyst over the layer would also cause increased surface roughness of the external surface of the catalyst layer. This contributes to increased activity in flow-over mode.

Normally the extent of internal and external diffusion limitations can be evaluated through the Thiele modulus/Weisz-Prater criterion and the Carberry number respectively. Unfortunately for this system we were unable to determine the porosity due to the CNFs being too brittle for Hg porosimetry. In addition, Hg porosimetry and N2 adsorption assume a classical pore system of certain sizes, our CNF layer mimics the inverse structure of such a classical pore structure, therefore the usually applied theory cannot be used. Measurements are further complicated by the porous filter structure used as the support for the CNF layer. Rough estimation of the porosity by calculating the volume from density and weight and comparing this with the actual occupied volume is not possible because of the penetration of the CNFs into the pores of the filter. Another unknown factor is the Pd particle size, despite various efforts to
determine this through chemisorption. Tortuosity has not been measured, but can be estimated as 1 because of the extremely open structure of the CNF particles.

In summary, we demonstrated that a catalytic reactor with immobilized CNF-supported Pd catalyst indeed shows catalytic activity, but that efficient catalyst use needs further optimization.

4.5 Conclusions

In this study an immobilized layer of CNF agglomerates, loaded with 1.3 wt% Pd, is catalytically tested in nitrite hydrogenation. It is observed that activity per gram catalyst increases with decreasing particle size, pointing to both internal and external mass transfer limitation. Furthermore, activity increases with increasing flow rate, indicating that external diffusion limitations are dominating.

Flow-through experiments clearly result in higher activity compared to flow-over experiments for identical layers (both layer thickness and particle size). This we assigned to stronger diffusion limitations in flow-over experiments as the diffusion length is much larger (450 to 800 micrometer) compared to flow-through experiments (particle radius 55 micrometer).

Counter intuitive results for increasing amount of catalyst are tentatively assigned to changes in the morphology of the CNF layer. Inhomogeneity in thin CNF layers causes maldistribution and tunneling of the liquid in flow-through mode. Concurrent increase of the roughness of the outer surface enhances activity in flow-over mode.
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The work as shown in this thesis revolves around the central idea of a novel support structure using carbon nanofibers (CNFs) to enable reversible catalyst loading. The design of the novel support structure, including a binder layer of grown CNFs, raised some questions about the initiation of CNF growth from polycrystalline metal. Therefore the first part of this thesis focusses on more fundamental questions about CNF growth initiation. After that, in the second part, we produce a model of the novel support structure, showing the feasibility of this support structure under operating conditions and the possibility of removal of deactivated catalyst from the reactor. In the last part we test the model support structure in nitrite hydrogenation in two different flow designs. The results are evaluated in terms of the diffusion limitations this design is subject to.

5.1 CNF growth initiation

In Chapter 2 initiation of CNF growth is studied on polycrystalline nickel. Previous work in our group has shown the initiation on reduced nickel (under 25000 Pa C₂H₄) occurs through NiC₃, but nickel oxide initiates CNF growth too fast to observe its initial stages. Nickel oxide reduces to nickel nuclei, but an open question, as posed by Jarrah et al. [1], remains if these nickel nuclei form NiC₃ particles. To be able to study this CNF growth initiation on nickel oxide in more detail, we inhibit the CNF growth by using extremely low ethylene concentrations (50 Pa). This is conducted both under atmospheric conditions through extreme dilution of ethylene and under low pressure conditions through introduction of very low quantities of ethylene in an ESEM chamber.

Reduced samples were tested under these extreme dilutions for comparison with previous work in our group. As shown in Chapter 2.3.1, the reduced samples showed only few scattered CNFs under extremely diluted C₂H₄ at atmospheric conditions (Chapter 2, Figure 2), or in the ESEM no CNF growth at all. We attribute this to the fast diffusion of carbon to the bulk of the Ni foam in comparison to the slow supply of carbon through the low pressure carbon containing gas. This demonstrates the inhibition of the CNF growth, slowing down the CNF growth initiation.

On oxidized nickel samples this study shows that NiO is still present when CNF growth initiates, as shown in Chapter 2.3.3.2. This nickel oxide is hypothesized to
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isolate the Ni nanoparticles, forming during reduction of the NiO layer, from the bulk Ni. Through this isolation, C diffusion to the bulk and/or sintering of the Ni nanoparticles with the polycrystalline nickel in the foam are prevented. No NiC₃ could be observed due to the extremely low carbon concentrations used.

As discussed in Chapter 2.4, at present time it is impossible to determine the exact function of the isolating NiO layer. To distinguish between the C diffusion to the bulk Ni and the sintering of the Ni nanoparticles, information on both structure changes below the surface, in the NiO layer (a ‘bulk’ process) and CNF growth (surface process) is needed. The problem here is that very localized analysis is needed inside the ‘bulk’ of a sample coupled to, but observed separately from, a phenomenon observed at the surface, preferably on a larger scale. This can not be done with only one characterization technique. To continue the microscopic experiments of Chapter 2 a coupling of for instance in-situ TEM with in-situ SEM could add valuable information.

During unsuccessful CNF growth experiments in the ESEM some interesting phenomena were observed. Under certain gas compositions in the ESEM chamber we observed oscillations of dark contrast patches. This indicates carbon precipitation and afterwards dissolving into the nickel surface under a constant gas composition. Also precipitation patterns of carbon on polycrystalline nickel foam were observed in-situ, following grain boundaries and not crossing grain boundaries, as shown in Chapter 2, SI Movie 1, during the ESEM experiments. Continuation of these experiments with more focus on the link with graphene growth seems promising for fundamental research on the interaction between Ni and carbon.

Conducting CNF growth experiments with extremely low ethylene concentrations directly on the stainless steel filters used in Chapter 3 and 4 proved more complex than anticipated. Stainless steel consists mainly of iron (65 wt%), but also 12 wt% Ni. CNF growth under atmospheric conditions, as shown in Chapter 3, shows metal particles in the tips of the CNFs. SEM-EDX analysis showed these are Fe particles. CNF growth on stainless steel is much slower (carbon deposition in mg/cm²·h) than on nickel, as shown for metal foils by Pacheco et al. [2]. Under the extremely diluted gas pressures presented in Chapter 2 CNF growth on stainless steel is not achieved at all. Therefore it would be interesting to study CNF growth from
polycrystalline nickel alloyed with increasing amounts of iron, to observe the balance between faster CNF growth from nickel particles and slower CNF growth from iron particles. This could also be studied at atmospheric pressure with higher ethylene concentrations. In the case of ESEM experiments, this would quickly hit operational limits, at least for enabling \textit{in-situ} characterization.

5.2 Reversible catalyst loading

In \textbf{Chapter 3} a model of the novel catalyst support structure is achieved and tested for stability under operational conditions. In the original idea a 3D open foam structure was envisioned as support structure. In this study this is simplified to a filter, effectively reducing the system to the 2D surface of a porous structure. On this surface an immobilized CNF layer can be achieved as a filter cake.

The as-received CNF agglomerates were separated into three fractions before layers were deposited. As discussed in Chapter 3.3.2, the 150\(\mu\)m fraction is selected for its reproducible immobilized layers and abundant availability after separation. This fraction consists of particles in the range of 30-500 \(\mu\)m, with an (volume) average particle size of 150 \(\mu\)m.

The immobilized CNF layer consists of 25 mg of CNFs of the 150\(\mu\)m fraction. This layer is tested for stability in a home-designed set-up where MilliQ water is flown through a chamber on top of the substrate, subjecting the immobilized CNF agglomerates layer to a shear force. In Chapter 3.3.5 (Figure 8) we show that the immobilized CNF layer is a stable catalyst support layer up to 0.18 m/s flow over the layer. This also shows the immobilized CNF layer can be removed by increasing shear force at flow rates above 0.18 m/s. At high flow rates (>0.7 m/s) almost all the CNFs are removed (>85%), and we anticipate that total removal will be achieved at even higher flowrates.

In Chapter 3.3.6 it is shown that an increase in pressure drop during immobilization increases the stability of the CNF layer (Figure 10). This indicates increased adherence between the surface of the filter and the CNF agglomerates layer. During flow tests, pieces of the entire immobilized CNFs layer are removed from the filter, leaving only bare filter surface (Figure 9). This shows the interaction between the
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CNF agglomerates and the stainless steel surface is weaker than the interaction between CNF agglomerates within the layer.

Permeability of the CNF layer depends on the particle size of the CNF agglomerates, shown in Chapter 3.3.4. Repetitive exposure to the 90 mbar pressure drop during permeability tests results in densification of the CNF layer, also depending on the particles size of the CNFs. However this densification has no effect on the stability of the immobilized CNF layer.

This shows that the penetration of the CNF agglomerates into the pore mouths of the filter is the determining factor for the stability of the immobilized CNF layer. As shown in Chapter 3.3.6, higher pressure drop during deposition results in higher stability of the CNF layer, this is caused by deeper penetration of the CNF agglomerates into the pore mouths while the CNF layer is deposited. The stability of the CNF layer is not influenced by densification. The difference is that the CNF layer before the densification tests has already been established and the CNF particles are already interacting with each other. During the densification tests the entire layer only gets compressed, but is not pushed deeper into the pores.

The addition of a binder layer consisting of CNFs grown directly from (and thus anchored to) the stainless steel filter is explored to manipulate the bonding between the stainless steel surface and the CNF agglomerates. Originally these two types of CNFs, both grown and deposited agglomerates, were theorized to have the same kind of interaction with each other as occurs between the CNF agglomerates. Since the grown CNFs are attached to the stainless steel surface this would provide extra anchorage for the CNF agglomerates. Strong attachment of CNFs to nickel foam is known [3, 4], so the attachment between the two different types of CNFs is easier to break than the attachment of the grown CNFs to the stainless steel surface. This is similar to the principle of Velcro [5], where you can attach two layers and tear them apart again without diminishing the capability to bond again. This enables specific removal of only the CNF agglomerates.

However, in Chapter 3.3.7 this binder layer of grown CNFs is shown to decrease the stability of the immobilized CNF layer. This grown CNF layer decreases the surface roughness of the stainless steel filter, apparently weakening the interaction between the
CNF agglomerates and the stainless steel filter. This means that surface roughness is dominant over entanglement of CNF agglomerates with the grown CNF layer for stability of the immobilized CNF layer.

A thorough study of the removal and re-application of the immobilized CNF layer is recommended to explore the feasibility of the repeated reversible loading on the same support structure. Removal of the immobilized CNF layer can be achieved not only through an increase of the shear force flow rate but also by back flushing. Initial tests have been conducted on back flush through the stainless steel filter and removal rates of the CNF layer seem promising (>92%).

Stainless steel as metal support was chosen because of its ability to grow CNFs directly from the support. As the grown CNF layer has a negative effect on stability, as shown in Chapter 3.3.7, structured supports that do not have any capability to grow CNFs directly become more attractive. Therefore an exploration of alternative foam substrates, like carbon based filter or ceramic filter, is recommended.

This model system is a simplification and seems to meet the necessary criteria for a future application (in terms of layer stability and removability). However, an exploration of the above described, original idea with a 3D system is still very interesting. A possible next step between 2D and 3D would be to have a highly porous support with a gradient in the pore size, shown in Figure 1, where the CNF agglomerates can be loaded inside the porous structure through filtration like in Chapter 3. In Chapter 3 an increase in layer thickness leads to less stability. However if the CNFs are immobilized inside the porous structure an increase in loading of the CNF agglomerates (with catalyst particles) would be possible, without decreasing the stability. This is not fully 3D, as the interaction with the porous structure during immobilization is still not 3D. This would necessitate a few changes compared to the current 2D model. During operation, in a reactor as shown in Chapter 3, Figure 12, it would be necessary to use a flow through design, because flow over would not use the entire catalyst layer. For removal it would be necessary to use back-flush operation. After this, functionalization of the inner surface of the porous structure could be explored to really fully make the step to a 3D immobilization step.
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Figure 1 Graphical representation of a porous structured support with a gradient in pore size, CNFs immobilized inside the pores.

Further work is needed and many variables (e.g. different porous supports, loading inside the structure, pore/particles size balance) can still be explored to develop this concept and enable implementation in real operational catalytic reactors. At the end of this Chapter an idea for a reactor design using this structured support can be found.

5.3 Nitrite hydrogenation

In Chapter 4 the model catalyst support as described in Chapter 3 is tested in catalytic nitrite hydrogenation as a model reaction. The CNF agglomerates are loaded with 1.3 wt% Pd before immobilization of the CNF agglomerates. All experiments are done at or close to differential conditions. In all cases increasing flow rates show decreasing conversions; shorter contact time with the catalyst particles decrease conversions, as can be expected. However, when converting to activity per gram catalyst, increasing flow rates show increasing activity per gram catalyst.

Decreasing particles size of the CNF agglomerates results in increasing activity per gram catalyst (Chapter 4.4.1, Figure 8), indicating mass transfer limitations, which could be both internal and external. The increasing activity per gram catalyst with increasing flow rates, indicate that external diffusion limitations are dominant.

Two different operation regimes are tested; flow through the Pd-loaded, immobilized CNF layer and flow over the surface of the Pd-loaded, immobilized CNF layer. Identical layers with the same layer thickness and particle size were compared for both flow-over and flow-through experiments. Flow-through experiments clearly result in higher activity compared to flow-over experiments, as was shown in Chapter
4.4.2, Figure 9. This is not surprising as the diffusion length in flow-over experiments (450 to 800 µm) is much larger than in flow-through experiments (55 µm), thus showing stronger diffusion limitations.

As discussed in Chapter 4.4.2, at first glance the effect of an increased amount of Pd-loaded CNF agglomerates seems counter intuitive. However we assign this (tentatively) to morphological differences in the CNF agglomerates layer due to the immobilization method. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, an increase in amount of CNF agglomerates results in a denser layer and thus stronger deposition forces. This results in higher susceptibility towards maldistribution and tunneling caused by inhomogeneities in the CNF agglomerates layer. In flow-through mode this results in a significant decrease in activity per gram catalyst, because the CNF layer is only partially used due to maldistribution and tunneling. However, in flow-over mode the increased surface roughness at the external surface of the CNF agglomerates layer enhances activity per gram catalyst, by offering additional contact surface.

Initial nitrite hydrogenation tests were conducted on a CNF layer directly grown on the stainless steel filter, as the layer discussed as a binder layer in Chapter 3. In Chapter 3 we determined these growth catalyst particles are Fe particles, based on SEM with EDX. These Fe particles are reactive, as shown in Figure 2, in nitrite hydrogenation without addition of any other catalyst particles, even without H₂ (Figure 2b). This has also been shown previously by Aran et al. [6]. Three reduction reaction have been suggested in literature.

\[
\begin{align*}
3Fe^0 + NO_2^- + 8H^+ &\rightarrow 3Fe^{2+} + NH_4^+ + 2H_2O \\
3Fe^0 + 2NO_2^- + 8H^+ &\rightarrow 3Fe^{2+} + N_2 + 4H_2O \\
Fe^0 + NO_2^- + 6H_2O &\rightarrow 3Fe(OH)_2 + NH_4^+ + 2OH^- 
\end{align*}
\]

In this research the addition of a second reactive metal particle, Fe, in addition to the Pd we are using as catalyst, is an unwanted complication making observations less clear. In Chapter 3 we concluded the use of a grown CNF binder layer has only disadvantages for this specific system. The elimination of this binder layer also means there are no longer Fe particles present, this made for clearer observations. However,
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for future practical applications it should be noted that this reactivity of Fe in nitrite hydrogenation has a positive, though very temporary, effect on both conversion and ammonium selectivity.

Figure 2 Nitrite conversion and ammonium selectivity after reaction with Fe particles resulting from CNF growth on stainless steel filter over time, tested using 1 ml/min of 0.22 mmol/L NO₂⁻ as a starting solution, saturating the solution with a) 1 atm H₂, resulting in 0.78 mmol/L H₂ and b) 1 atm Ar, resulting in 0.78 mmol/L Ar

The availability of H₂ at the catalyst surface is an important factor in the ammonium selectivity achieved in nitrite hydrogenation, as also discussed by Brunet-Espinosa et al. [7] for a porous membrane reactor filled with Pd/CNF. The lower the available H₂, the lower the ammonium selectivity. Therefore we studied the effect of the hydrogen concentration on nitrite conversion and ammonium selectivity for a CNF layer consisting of 30 mg CNFs of the 110 µm fraction loaded with 1.3 wt% Pd, in a flow through experiment. This is the same sample as used in Chapter 4.4.2 Figure 9.
Figure 3 a) Influence of H₂ pre-saturation pressure and flow rate on nitrite conversion in flow-through, with 1.3 wt% Pd on 30 mg CNFs particles of 110 µm b) Influence of H₂ pressure and nitrite conversion on ammonium selectivity c) Influence of H₂ pressure and flow rate on activity per gram catalyst

Increase in H₂ concentration results in a clear increase in ammonium selectivity, as can be seen from Figure 3b, which is exactly as would be expected from literature. Surprising however is the activity as shown in Figure 3c. Doubling the hydrogen saturation to 0.78 mmol/L H₂ results in an independence of the activity on the flow rate. This means for the higher H₂ concentration there is an abundance of H₂ and the reaction rate does not depend on H₂ diffusion, but this does not agree with the lower activity as shown in Figure 3c. This independence of the flow rate is different from all previously shown results at lower H₂ concentration. In the case of lower H₂ concentration the activity becomes much larger. This is strange as the same amount H₂ is available at higher concentration. It could be that H₂ is choking the catalyst particles in such abundance, though with the very open CNF layer structure, small diffusion lengths in 110 µm particles and small size of H₂ this seems unlikely.
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A likely explanation would seem that the maldistribution as described in Chapter 4 causes artefacts in our measurements. However these results have proven to be reproducible. The layers are produced through identical procedure, which would mean the extent of maldistribution as described in Chapter 4 should be identical. In one experiment we even conducted both experiments with 0.39 and 0.78 mmol/L H₂ in sequence on the same sample. These results match the individual experiments. This leads us to believe that, although we cannot explain this phenomenon right now, it is a phenomenon and not an artifact. Further investigation into this conundrum is advised as hydrogen concentration is an important factor in process design for both the catalyst properties and the reactor design.

A cross-over, as shown in Figure 4, between membrane microreactors as discussed by Brunet-Espinosa et al. [7] and the immobilized CNF layer as discussed in this thesis would be interesting as a continuation of this work. For this crossover an increase in membrane reactor size would be needed, to enable deposition of the CNF agglomerates. Combining the membrane reactor design with immobilization of CNF agglomerates is a simplification in preparation; replacing two metal-deposition steps and a CNF growth step by a deposition step of Pd/CNF agglomerates. If the membrane layer as discussed for the membrane reactors is first deposited on the outside, this could act as the ‘pore gradient’ we suggested above. The CNF agglomerates would be deposited on the inside by a driving force through the porous reactor wall. This means the PDMS membrane as discussed by Brunet-Espinosa et al. [7] would have to be replaced by a water-permeable membrane. This would also open up the possibility of recycling the Pd/CNF phase from the membrane reactor (through backflushing). Finding a balance between reactor size and Pd/CNF agglomerate size to create a feasible commercial reactor design will be a challenge, but arguably the biggest challenge will be on how to deposit the CNF layer uniformly on all sides of a long, round tube.
Figure 4 Schematic representation of suggested design of a reactor with a cross-over between membrane microreactors and immobilized CNF layer.
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The work in this thesis explores a novel catalyst support design. In this design a macro-porous basis is used to immobilize a layer of carbon nanofibers (CNFs) agglomerates with the possible addition of a grown CNF binder layer. The synthesis of this grown CNF binder layer poses additional fundamental questions on CNF growth. The produced catalyst support is tested for activity and selectivity in a fast heterogeneous reaction, in this case nitrite hydrogenation in liquid phase.

In Chapter 2 fundamental questions on the initiation of CNF growth on polycrystalline nickel are explored. The CNF growth is slowed down by using very low partial pressures of ethylene, aiming to observe the initiation. These experiments were performed under atmospheric pressure with extremely diluted ethylene (50 Pa), coupled to ex-situ characterization in high-resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy, X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy. Additionally, in-situ experiments were conducted under low pressure conditions in an Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM) introducing very low quantities of ethylene in the chamber.

For reduced samples, atmospheric experiments showed very little CNFs and ESEM experiments showed even no CNFs at all. This is attributed to diffusion of C to the bulk of the Ni-foam preventing Ni₃C formation as a precursor of Ni nanoparticles, the CNF growth catalyst particles. CNF growth was significant on oxidized samples, but clearly slowed down by using extremely low ethylene pressure. It is shown that an isolating layer of unreduced NiO is needed between the Ni bulk and the Ni nanoparticles resulting from gradual reduction of the NiO layer, to enable CNF growth. This isolating NiO layer is hypothesized to prevent C diffusion to the bulk and/or sintering of the Ni nanoparticles with the polycrystalline nickel in the foam. At present time distinguishing between these two hypotheses is impossible.
In **Chapter 3** a catalyst support structure is produced by immobilizing a layer of CNF agglomerates on a stainless steel filter through filtration. By optimizing various parameters (e.g. CNF particle size, amount of CNFs used, pressure drop used) an immobilized CNF layer, stable at relatively low shear force flows (<0.18 m/s), is produced. The immobilized CNF layer can be removed by increasing the flow rate further, this enables selective removal of the catalyst particles after deactivation.

Removal of the CNF agglomerates takes place in pieces of the entire layer. This shows that the attachment of the entire layer to the surface of the stainless steel filter determines the stability of the CNF layer. Attachment between the CNF aggregates is apparently stronger than attachment to the filter. Different ways to increase attachment of the immobilized CNF layer to the stainless steel filter are attempted, e.g. increased pressure drop, densification, an additional binder layer. It is shown that both surface roughness of the filter on micro-scale and penetration of CNF agglomerates in the pore mouths of the stainless steel filter determine the stability of the CNF layer.

In **Chapter 4**, a Pd-loaded, immobilized CNF agglomerates layer on a stainless steel filter is tested for catalytic hydrogenation of nitrite. Activity and selectivity in nitrite hydrogenation is studied by varying several parameters, e.g. CNF particle size, CNF particles loading, flow regime. Flowing a H₂ saturated nitrite solution through the Pd-CNF layer results in higher reaction rates compared to flowing over the layer. This demonstrates that flow-over mode is subject to mass transfer limitations due to the relatively long diffusion distance in the Pd-CNF layer, compared to flow-through mode. Varying the CNF particle size shows external diffusion limitations at the surface of the individual CNF agglomerates dominate in flow-through mode.

In **Chapter 5** recommendations are made for future work, among others a reactor design using immobilized CNFs is proposed.
Het werk in deze thesis verkent een nieuw katalysator drager ontwerp. In dit ontwerp wordt een macro-poreuze basis gebruikt voor de immobilisatie van een laag koolstof nanovezels (CNFs) agglomeraten, met mogelijk de toevoeging van een gegroeide CNF bindlaag. De synthese van deze gegroeide CNF bindlaag roept fundamentele vragen op over de CNF groei. De geproduceerde katalysator drager wordt getest op activiteit en selectiviteit in een snelle heterogene reactie, in dit geval nitriet hydrogenatie.

In Hoofdstuk 2 worden fundamentele vragen over de initiatie van CNF groei op polykristallijn nikkel behandeld. CNF groei is vertraagd door gebruik van een zeer verlaagde ethyleen druk, met als doel de observatie van de initiatie. Deze experimenten werden uitgevoerd onder extreem verdund ethyleen (50 Pa), gekoppeld aan ex-situ karakterisering in hoge resolutie Scanning Electron Microscopy, X-ray diffractie en Raman spectroscopie. Daarnaast zijn in-situ experimenten uitgevoerd bij lage druk in een Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy (ESEM), waarbij zeer lage ethyleen hoeveelheden in de kamer worden geïntroduceerd.

Gereduceerd nikkel schuim laat in het geval van atmosferische experimenten erg weinig CNFs zien en in het geval van ESEM experimenten zijn er zelfs helemaal geen CNFs gevonden. Dit wordt toegewezen aan diffusie van C naar de bulk van het nikkel schuim, waardoor formatie van Ni$_3$C wordt voorkomen. Ni$_3$C is de voorloper van Ni nanodeeltjes, de groei katalysator voor CNF groei. Op geoxideerde samples is de CNF groei significant, maar wel duidelijk vertraagd door het gebruik van een extreem lage ethyleen druk. Er wordt getoond dat een isolerende laag van ongereduceerd NiO nodig is tussen de Ni bulk en de Ni nanodeeltjes, die ontstaan door geleidelijke reductie van de NiO laag, om CNF groei mogelijk te maken. Deze isolerende laag wordt verondersteld om C diffusie naar de bulk en/of sinteren van de Ni nanodeeltjes met het
polykristallijne nikkel in het schuim te voorkomen. Op dit moment is het niet mogelijk onderscheid te maken tussen deze twee hypotheses.

In **Hoofdstuk 3** wordt een katalysator drager geproduceerd door immobilisatie van een laag CNF agglomeraten op een roestvrij staal filter door middel van filtratie. Door optimalisatie van diverse parameters (bijv. CNF deeltjes grootte, hoeveelheid gebruikte CNFs, gebruikte drukval) is een geïmmobiliseerde CNF laag geproduceerd, die stabiel is bij relatief kleine afschuifkrachten (stroomsnelheden <0.18 m/s). De geïmmobiliseerde CNF laag kan worden verwijderd door de stroomsnelheid op te voeren, dit maakt selectieve verwijdering van katalysator deeltjes, na deactivering, mogelijk.

Verwijdering van de CNF agglomeraten vind plaats in stukken van de hele laag. Dit laat zien dat de hechting van de hele laag aan het oppervlak van het roestvrij staal filter de stabilititeit van de CNF laag bepaalt. De hechting tussen de CNF agglomeraten onderling is blijkbaar sterker dan de hechting aan het filter. Er zijn verschillende manieren geprobeerd om deze hechting te verbeteren, bijv. hogere drukval, verdichting, een extra bindlaag. Er wordt getoond dat zowel de oppervlakte ruwheid van het filter op macro-schaal als de indringdiepte van CNF agglomeraten in de poriemonden van het roestvrij staal filter bepalend zijn voor de stabiliteit van de CNF laag.

In **Hoofdstuk 4**, wordt een met Pd beladen, geïmmobiliseerde CNF agglomeraten laag op een roestvrij staal filter getest voor katalytische hydrogenatie van nitriet. Activiteit en selectiviteit in nitriet hydrogenatie worden bestudeerd door meerdere parameters te variëren, bijv. CNF deeltjes grootte, hoeveelheid gebruikte CNFs, stroomrichting. Het stromen van een met H₂ gesatureerde nitriet oplossing door de Pd-CNF laag resulteert in hogere activiteit dan stroming over de laag. Dit demonstreert dat de ‘flow-over mode’ onderhevig is aan massa transport limiteringen door de relatief lange diffusielengte in de Pd-CNF laag, vergeleken met de ‘flow-through mode’. Variatie van de CNF deeltjesgrootte laat zien dat in de ‘flow-through mode’ externe diffusielimiteringen aan het oppervlak van de individuele CNF agglomeraten dominant zijn.

In **hoofdstuk 5** worden aanbevelingen gedaan voor toekomstig werk, inclusief een voorstel voor een reactor ontwerp dat gebruik maakt van geïmmobiliseerde CNFs.
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